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ABSTRACT

This study is an interpretation of history related by

firhoe historians of the Tauranga valley, a valley situated on

the northern side of the Urewera ranges, North Island, New

Zealand. It is also an interpretation of historical records

relating to the Tauranga vaIley Tuhoe community. Fieldwork for
the study was carried out between November L977 and JuIy L978,

and between November L978 and May L979.

It is argued that f-uhoe history of the Tauranga valley
comprises four separate, but connected, domains of discourse.

The first domain considered includes narratives which link tribes
and sub-tribes, and relate them to their land. The second

concerns relationships between local whEnau, extended families
descended from grand-parents of elders now living. Accounts

which comprise the third domain focus upon the identity of Rua

Kenana, a Tihoe leader who, with his people the Iharaira (or

Israelit€s) r established a rcity of Godr at Maungap6hatu (at the

source of the Tauranga river). The fourth domain is that of
reminiscence. Three Tauranga valley settlements are described

by four Iharaira elders; Tataiahape between 1909 and 1915,

!4atahi between 1915 and L927, and Tiwhana in the late I920s

and 1930s.

In order to highlight and explore distinctions between

fihoe history and Western history, fdhoe accounts are not

integrated with documentary sources into a single narrative.
The focus is upon tilhoe history and documents are drawn upon

where relevant to an understanding of this history as a
distinctive mode of discourse
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PREFACE

In the North Island of New Zealand, oD the northern side of
the rugged urewera ranges is a spring which has its origin deep

within the earth. The name of this spring is Te waimana, the

water of mana, af ancestral presence and power. Te waimana is
also the name of the lower part of the Tauranga valley in which

this spring is situated. Eight kilometers up river from

Te Waimana, surrounded by forested hills, is the small settlement

of Matahl, and between Matah-i and Maungapohatu at the head of the

Tauranga valley is the now deserted settlement of T-awhana.

The mana of the Tauranga valley is held by descendants of Toi,
Potiki, and ancestors who came from Hawaiki - wairaka, Tlneatua,

and Tamatea. They are T[hoe of the Tauranga valley, and it is
with their past that this study is concerned.

My first visit to the Tauranga varley was in Ivtarch L974.

I had postponed my studies at Victoria University in Wellington

to carry out a small labour survey for the Bay of Plenty Regional

Development Authority. For six weeks r boarded with a local
family at Te Waimana and visited most of the 78 Tuhoe households

in the Tauranga valley asking people about their employment

histories. over the previous five years many people had been

forced to move to the cities seeking jobs and the population had

falren from about 550 to under 4oo. This was a matter of grave

concern for most people and it was hoped that some small factory
might be established in the valley.

Employment and unemployment were uppermost in my mind at
the time, and r was barely aware of a deep past werling up into
the present. However a passing comment by the chairman of the

Development Authority caused me to think again.
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"This place," he said, cupping his hands, "is a crucible of

New Zealand history. "

Towards the end of L974 a small shoe factory was established

at the Waimana township, along the road from the local store and

garage. At the opening hui (ceremonial gathering) I talked with

a local kaum-atua (elder). I mentioned that I might 9o on to

write a thesis in anthropology one day.

"You should write a history of this valleyr" he said.

In Septenber Lg77 I enrolled as a Ph.D. student at Auckland

University. Between November L977 and July 1978, and again from

November L978 to May L979, I lived in the Tauranga valley and

held conversations with Ttrhoe elders about their past.

This study combines rihoe history, ox k6rero, and written

records, but its focus is the narratives I recorded from Tauranga

valley elders. They were and are historians of their own past,

and in my conversations with them I was learning about fT:hoe

ways of interpreting this past.

Between my two periods of fieldwork and subsequent to these

f spent time in libraries and archives searching for documentary

material relating to the valley and its people. The tedium of

this research was interspersed with moments of elation when I

discovered references to ancestors and events I had learned

about from f[hoe elders. In the minutes of two Land Court

hearings held last century there were recorded narratives about

early ancestors as told by the grandfathers and great-grandfathers

of those T had talked with. Ivloreover I had already recorded

contemporary versions of some of these accounts. Other documents

referred to episodes which took place during the PEkehE Wars or

Land Flars of the 1860s and early 1870s when the Tauranga valley
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was invaded by troops. These too had been described to me by

Iocal historians.

But outsiders hrere not the only ones to have documented

events of significance. One of the Tauranga valley families hold

and treasure a diary kept by their grandfather in which he

recorded some key events that took place in the early years of

this century, when a gifted leader and prophet, Rua Kenana rose

to prominence in the valley. His fami.ly kindly allowed me to

copy passages from his diary.
The work of the ethnographer, Elsdon Best, also aided my

understand.ing of Tauranga valley history, in particular his

lengthy book, Tuhoe: The Children of the Mist. Best recorded

most of the history included in this book from T[hoe elders at

the turn of this century, but there are few accounts from elders

of the Tauranga valley. I'ew local families possess copies of

this book and those who do so do rpt vierw it as an authoritative work.

The combining of traditional history and documentary records

raises an important theoretical problem for ethnohistorians.

Traditional history is history, already an interpretation of the

past. Written records are not; in order for them to become

history they must be interpreted historically. To combine

traditional history and written records, therefore, ethno-

historians must resolve a conflict of interpretations, and they

normally attempt to do so by denying the traditional historian

an interpretative voice. In writing this study I seek to

reverse this approach by making r-uhoe history (k6rero) my focus,

drawing upon documents as potential evidence where they are

relevant to an understanding of tihoe interpretations of the

past. I also seek to follow a t-uhoe order in the presentation

of this history.
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tirhoe accounts of the past are interpreted as belonging

to four separate but connected domains of historical discourse

or k6rero. The domains are associated with different wE or

periods, and are connected through whakapapa or genealogy.

This study consists of an introduction and four main

sections, each dealing with a different domain of Tuhoe history.

The introduction is divided into two parts. First, the

only major publication of tirhoe traditions, Elsdon Bestrs Tuhoe:

The Children of the Mist, is reviewed. Then I introduce the

people and landscape of the Tauranga valley by drawing upon

passages from my field diary. In Part One, k6rero about early

and founding ancestors of local descent groups are presented and

discussed. Contemporary accounts are interpreted as political

statements and related to earlier recorded versions. In Part Two

a number of episodic accounts about the grandfathers and great-

grandfathers of those with whom I talked are considered, These

accounts are also interpreted as political statements, and I

argue that they concern the relative mana of these more recent

ancestors, articulating relationships between local whanau or

extended families. Documentary sources are drawn upon to produce

a chronological account of the events described by f-uhoe narrators,

and relationships between this history and Tihoe history are

discussed,.

Part lhree comprises k-orero which focus upon the gifted

leader, Rua Kenana, and the events which surrounded his rise to

prominence in 1905. These narratives concern the identity and

mana of the New Messiah and also, by implication, the identity of
his people, the Iharaira (Israelites). I relate these accounts

to a documented narratj.ve which traces major socio-economic

changes in the Tauranga valley during the years L897 to 1907.
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The fourth domain represented in this study is that of
personal reminiscence. Three Tauranga vaIley settlements are

described by four elders. Materoa Ropata recalls her childhood

at Tataiahape (Te Waimana) duri-ng the period 1909 to 1915, Heta

and Te Paea Rua describe I{atahf as they knew it between 1916 and

L927, and finally, HoropEpera Tatu describes the inland settle-
ment of TEwhana as it was in the late l920fs and early 1930rs.

Each of these views from within is prefaced with an introduction
which draws solely upon documentary sources to provide a con-

trasting outsiderrs perspective on the settlement described.
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INTRODUCTION

TUHOE THE CHILDREN OF THE ITIST

This ttresis is the outcome of an epistemological encounter.

It also has deep roots within a colonial encounter between tirhoe

and PEleha. Iuany of the sources used here - military reports,
Native Land Court minutes, and other official documents are

direct products of this confrontation. Moreover, this work

belongs to an intellectual tradition which defines the past of
the colonised as an appropriate object for pEkeh6 scholarship.

My most direct ancestor in this regard is the ethnographer,

Elsdon Best, author of the now classic work, Tuhoe: The Children

of the ltist. I have therefore chosen to begin this study as I
began my research, by reviewing his reconstruction of Tihoe's
past. This review will allow me to highlight many of the j.ssues

dealt with later and provide an opportunity to summarise the

published history of the Waimana and Matahf. people, placing this
within a wider t-uhoe context.

The period from 1895 to 1906, during which Best gathered the

knowledge 'preservedr between the covers of his book, \,ras one of
major social upheaval for fuhoe. Beginn5.ng with the forcing of

a road through TIhoe's land from the West via Te Whaiti to
RuatEhuna, the period ended with fihoe attempts to establish a

new social order under the guidance of Rua Kenana. Before

considering Bestrs history therefore, I will sketch in some of
the more important changes that occurred in the tirhoe world during

these years and something of the part played by Best in them.

This will be followed by a critical review of Tuhoe which places
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particular emphasis on material relating to the Tauranga valley.
I conclude with a discussion of the alienation of f-uhoe histo-
rical discourse in order to contrast my own interpretative
project with that implicit in Best's work.

rTuhoe' in Context

Prior to 1895, when Elsdon Best began his research in the

Urewera district, Tfrhoe and P-akehE had been in active contact

for more than 50 years. At Te Waimana, in 1839, a large feast

was held during which the missionaries and their teachings $rere

discussed, and Tauranga valley people subsequently assisted in

the building'of a church in Op6tiki, 25 kilometres from Te Wairnana

on the coast. The Protestant missionary at Op6tiki, J.A. Wilson,

sent a local teacher to Te Waimana, and the Catholic Church was

also active in the valley. (Wilson, J.A., letters; Moran, P.F.,

n.d. t904i Best, 19252552) In the early 1840s people moved to

Te Waimana from the adjacent WhakatEne valley (to the west) to
prepare flax for European traders (Scott and Mcleod) who were

then based at Ohiwa on the Bay of P1enty coast. In exchange for
flax fihoe received tools axes, hatchets, spades, hoes etc.
(Judge Monro, Notes:14-16; Best, L925:559)

Increasing settler pressures for land led to the Pakeha

Wars of the 1860s. fuhoe assisted the Waikato tribes in the

defence of their territory in 1864. A year later the Bay of
P1enty was occupied by Government troops, and in 1866, TEhoe

Iand between Te Waimana and the coast was confiscated. Over the

next 5 years troops repeatedly invaded the Urewera district.
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After the close of war in 1871, T-uhoe leaders firmly
resolved that their land was to remain under tribal control, and

that no surveys were to be permitted. Schools and missionaries

were rejected, and many embraced the biblically based teachings

of Te Kooti Rikirangi, a great warrior and prophet, founder of

the Ringatu Church.

With some exceptions the tihoe policy of opposition to

Government surveys was adhered to until the 1890s, and so in

L892, when the Surveyor General, S. Percy Smith initiated a

survey for a road from Fort Galatea to Lake Waikaremoana his

surveyors were evicted. The following year a second attempt was

made, this time with the support of armed troops, and when the

survey team was again opposed, 25 men and women were arrested

and imprisoned. The recently formed Maori Parliament quickly

took up the tihoe cause and circulated a petition calling for

the prisoners to be released and for the surveys to be stopped.

The Prine ivlinister of the day, Richard Seddon, arranged for the

release of the prisoners soon after, and the following year made

the first official tour of rthoe settlements in an attempt to

soften resistance. Press reports proclaimed the success of the

mission, and plans were made for road construction to commence

in 1895.

Realising that further conflicts might arise, Percy Smith

requested that Elsdon Best be attached to the roadmaking party

as a mediator between tihoe and plketrl (craig, L964. other

biographical details which follow are also taken from this book).

He argued that rihoe had remained relatively isolated from

European settlement and that, by sending Best into the Urewera

district 'civilj-zation' might avail itself of an opportunity to
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gather and preserve information about the 'M-aori As He Wasr.

Although many aspects of tribal life had been transformed by

this time the Lands and Survey Department accepted Smith's

arguments and agreed to appoint Best to the roadmaking team as

paymaster-storeman on the understanding that he would combine

these duties with those of an ethnographer.

Elsdon Best, then 38 years o1d, had met Percy Smith 18 years

earlier while serving with the Armed Constabulary in Taranaki.

He had since embarked on an extended working holiday of the

Western United States seeking employment in lumber camps and

railway gangs, and upon his return to New Zealand had entered

into an unsuccessful partnership with his brother in a modern

timber mill. In 1891 he was invited by Percy Smith to attend

the inaugural meeting of the Polynesian Society, and he became

a foundation member the following year.

Prior to the formation of the Society Best had kept up a

strong interest in the MEori past, although like other pEfenl

of his generation he regarded the MEori as a dying race. One of

the major duties of the Society was therefore to collect as much

Mlori knowledge as possible before it disappeared with the

people. Between 1892 and 1895 Best visited MEori elders in the

WeJ.lington and Wanganui districts in pursuit of his task.

Despite the presumed success of Seddonts placatory mission

the roadmaking team met with rihoe opposition as soon as work

began, and when Best joined them in May 1895 markers had been

torn up and equipment had been confiscated. A potential armed

confrontation was avoided however through the intervention of

James Carrol, a MEori Member of Parliament, and after his visit

the work was allowed to proceed. But as Best began to dig into
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rdhoets past Tihoe elders were becoming increasingly concerned for
the future of their land, and five months later a delegation
called on seddon to propose that this land be legarly set aside

as a reserve under r[hoe control. The proposal was agreed to by

the Government, provided that t[hoe accept the 'benefits of
civilization'(roads, schools etc.), and in 1996 the Urewera

District Native Reserve Act was passed. This act provided for a

reserve of 656r000 acres to be established and for the appoint-
ment of a seven-man commission (5 TEhoe and 2 pd,kehd) to
sub-divide the land into blocks, each to be administered by a

Local Committee. The Local Committees vrere to elect representa-

tives to a General committee which would ultimately be respon-

sible to the Minister of Native Affairs. only this General

Conunittee would have the power to alienate land (AJHR, Lg2L,

c-7) .

In L897 the Urewera Commission began the task of sub-dividing
the urewera Distrj-ct, drawing up lists of owners for 34 land

blocks. Not surprisingly this process led to serious conflicts
between fihoe groups and at one stage the Local Committees were

on the verge of withdrawing their support. Without it, of
course, the legislation could not have been implemented. Elsdon

Best had by this time estabrished working relationships with
r-utakangEhau and Paitini Tapeka of Maungapdhatu. Best referred
to Tutakangahau, then in his mid-sixties, as his principal
informant, and Paitini, who was in his mid-fifties, had sought

Best out for work and had been retained as an advisor. Through

his relationships with these and other j.nformants Best became

involved in local disputes over block boundaries and in one case,

when a full-scale battle ensued, he was accused by the Department
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of Native Affairs of deliberately stirring up trouble. Best

responded by threatening to leave the district and had it not

been for Percy Smith he might have done so. Smith arranged for

Best to be appointed secretary of the Urewera Commission, and in

this new role he was able to record history as it was debated

before him.

In 1900, Parliament passed the Maori Councils Bill. This

was based on a BiIl passed the year before by the Maori Parliament

and provided. for the setting up of District Maori Councils which

would go some way towards placating demands for greater tvlaori

autonomy. The lvlaori Councils were to provide accurate statistics

on MEori births, deaths, marriag€s, health and agriculture'

enforce sanitary regulations' and prevent the sale of tobacco

and alcohol to minors. A Maori Health Officer and subordinate

sanitary inspectors were to work closely with local councils

carrying out the provisions of the act (Williams, 1969:109)'

By 1903 Best's work with the Urewera Commission had come to an

end, and in 1904 he moved to Ruatoki to take up the position of

Maori Health Officer attached. to the Mdtaatua District l'laori

Council.

As Hea1th Officer Best was required to visit settlements in

the Eastern Bay of Plenty, inspecting water supplies, giving

talks on hygiene and opposing the heating practices of local

t,ohunga. With regard to the latter he received litt'le suPPort

from the 31 settlements visited.

When Best assumed his post in RuEtoki sickness and poverty

were worsening among the Tlhoe population. The potato crops

had failed due to flooding and disease. Typhoid, measles,

whooping cough, mumPs and influenza were taking a heavy toll.
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As the sickness and famine continued into 1905 Rua Kenana began

visiting many of the settlements in the MEtaatua District, praying

for the sick and preaching a renewed faith in God. fuhoe leaders

recognised Rua as the awaited successor to Te Kooti Rikirangi,

founder of the Ringatu Church, but Best saw him as no more than a

tohunga with an exaggerated sense of self-importance. When, EIS

Health Officer, he preached against Rua his sermons were largely

ignored, and in this and other matters Best felt that he was

receiving inadequate support from his District Council. By 1905

Best realised. that he was neither effectively enforcing Government

regulations nor acting in accordance with local concerns, and so

in that year, encouaged by Percy Smith, he turned his attentions

increasingly towards the past. Drawing uPon Native Land Court

records and 13 volumes of notes collected over the previous

eleven years he had, by the end of 1907 completed his draft of

Tuhoe: the Children of the l4ist.

As Best was completing his account of Tuhoers ancestors,

Rua and their descendants were laying the foundations for a nelnt

future. In 1907, 500-600 people joined Rua at Maungapohatu to

establish a new community, 'the city of God', among them

ttrtakangEhau, rthe principal source of information' in luhoe.

After disagreements with his Department Best was dismissed

as Health Officer in 1909, and the following year he moved to

Wellington to take up a position as ethnologist at the Dominion

Museum. From 1910 until his death in 1931 Best established a

reputation as a leading scholar of M-aori society and culture

with an impressive output of written work. By 1910 he had

already published over a hundred art,icles in newspapers and

journals, and these were to be followed by a further L20 articles,
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The Maori. Three

were published in

complete 1200 page

was not published

bulletins, 5 monographs, and a two-volume work,

chapters of Tuhoe: The Children of the Mist

1913 and 1914 (JPS, 22 and 23) , however the

tome with accompanying genealogical tables

until L925.

Tuhoe Historv: Elsdon Bestrs Presentation

Tuhoe: The Children of the llist comprises two volumes;

Volume L, dealing with rhistory', rmyths' and 'religion', and a

companion volume of genealogical tables. Volume I is divided

into two parts. Part One deals with what Best considered to be

tribal history, and Part Two deals with the 'traditions' and

rmythsf together with the religious beliefs and practices of

fi-rhoe and its Bay of Plenty neighbours, t'tg?ti ewa (to the West)

and Te Whakatohea (to the East). For the purposes of this
review I have, in fig.l, divided Bestrs account into 5 sections

numbered according to the order in which Best presented them

(his more general discussion of religion has been omitted since

it does not specifically relate to fihoe history).
Fig.l shows that Best's presentation does not follow the

genealogical order of tirhoe history. Instead he proceeded from

what he regarded as the more historical tribal history to the

less historical migration traditions and then to the non-

historical mythology and folklore. In this review I shall
follow Best's sequence.
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l. r t.

For Best, the arrival at WhakatEne of an ocean-going canoe

named I'lataatua marked the beginning of a new era in the history

of the Urewera District. Wairaka, tuhoe-p6tiki's grandmother,

and her father Toroa had sailed aboard this canoe from distant

Hawaiki some 15 generations before 1895, and she and her

descendants had subsequently intermarried with the 'ear1y tribes

of Tuhoeland' to establish a new tribe, T-uhoe.

Shown in Fig.l are five main ancestors of the so-called

early tribes - Potiki, llaeora, Hape, Toi, and Ttranga-piki-toi.

The descendants of P6tiki, collectively known as NgE P6tiki,

lived to the rrest of Maungap6hatu at the source of the Tauranga

and WhakatEne rivers. The descendants of Haeora were and are

known as Te WhakatEne, and they lived to the east of the

Tauranqa river, principally between Maungap6hatu and Matahf.

Hape's descendants were Te Hap-u-oneone (the Earth-born people).

They lived from Matahf. out to Ohiwa on the coast and West across

the Taiarahia ridge to RuEtoki. Toi's descendants formed a

confederation of tribes known as Te Tini o Toi (The Multitude

of Toi). Their territory extended lvest from Te Waimana to the

Rangitaiki river and inland to Galatea and Te Whaiti. ngEi

Tiranga, the main Tini o Toi tribe of Te Waimana and Ru-atoki,

were descendants of Tirranga-piki-toi.
Best reasoned that since there were few MEtaatua immigrants

and many 'aborigines' the blood of the former became quickly

diluted (Tuhoe-potiki was 'three quarter aboriginal in bloodr),

and thus the Tlhoe tribe was really the early tribes under a

'more modern name'. Naturally therefore, Best, would begin his
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account rdith the early tribes of t-uhoeland and follow this with

the history of the Tihoe tribe.

Although such a procedure made good biological sense to

Best it would not, however, have made good historical sense to

his Tuhoe informants. The 'TT-rhoe tribe' are descendants of

ruhoe-p6tiki. But the name 'Tirhoe' also refers to a confe-

deration of tribes and sub-tribes, the founding ancestors of

which are not all descendants of rihoe-potifi. Members of the

fuhoe tribe (as opposed to the confederation) have intermarried

with members of the so-called 'early tribes', but intermarriage

is not absorption. Indeed, when it was suggested in 1889 that

Te Whakafane, one of the 'early tribes' had become one with

r[hoe their rangatira (leader) angrily replied:

I deny the assertion made that ny mata was absorbed
by Tuhoe. It has been kept from Haeora [-the founding
ancestor] down to the present time (OMB 5t269).

The tribes and hap-u (hapl can mean tribe or sub-tribe) of the

district formed close alliances during Lhe PakehE wars and

subsequently formed a council of leaders to protect their land

from further alienation. The land of this tuhoe confederation

r,ras later d,esignated as the Urewera District Reserve. In writing

his book Tuhoe therefore, Best gave this political

confederation an integrated history.

The tribes and hapl of the Urewera distrj-ct each defined

historicatly their separate identities and mana by relating a

story or set of stories concerning their foundi.ng ancestors.

These stories belonged to a distinct domain of historical

discourse and in this sense those relating to ruhoe-p6tifi and

those relating to the founding ancestors of the early trj-bes

belonged together, not as a sequence but as political statements.
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Rather than review all of these let me briefly summarize

those rerating to the tribes of the Tauranga valley, and to the

fihoe tribe of the adjacent Whakatlne valley.
T4makaimoana: Under this heading Best informs us that the

Maungap6hatu people known as ramakaimoana h/ere principally of
ngE fotitci origin, but he gives no story relating to their
founding ancestor. A few pages later however, among some frag-
mentary notes concerning Maungap6hatu he includes part of a

story relating to Tamakaimoana's father, Rongo-tauaha. We are

told that on the surnnrit of the mountain there is a red pond

named Rongo-te-mauriuri and that when Rongo-tauaha approached

the waters became'agitated and a fearsome creature appeared:

Then Rongo left for home. He had no use for goblins
just at that moment. But the demon pursued him and
Rongo afterwards remarked that he had a 'close ca11,,
when he bethought him of an old-time still-room remedy
for such, hence he quickly plucked a hair from his
head, and casting it into the troubled waters, he
recited the famed charm known as whakaeo, upon which,
of course, the demon disappearea E-a ihe waters
became calm (p.56).

Best considered this to be merely an interesting item of
rmountain lore', hence his rather off-hand manner of relating it.
It was, however, an important statement about the origins,
identity and mana of Tamakaimoana. The story describes a eontest

which resulted in the mana of Rongo-tauaha prevailing: over that
of Rongo-te-Mauriuri, thus closely associating his descendants

with the mana of their mountain. One of Rongors descendants was

Rua Kenana, and he is arso said to have ascended Maungapohatu

and approached the lake.

Te WhakatEne: Te WhakatEne lived between Maungap5hatu and lvtatahf

to the west of the Tauranga river. Best noted that this tribe
claimed to be descended from Tamatea-nuku-roa who came to the Bay
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of Plenty on the Nukutere canoe, but he had not obtaj-ned suffi-

cient proof of this. 'Reliabler history began with Haeora,

Tamatears grandson, and with Haeora's adopted son, Kahuki.

The story of Kahuki is a lengthy one and it will be discussed

in detail in Chapter 2 of this study. Briefly however, it tells

how Kahuki's father was killed at Ohiwa, how his mother fled

with her child seeking the protection of Haeora whom she later

married, and how Kahuki avenged his fatherrs death.

mgli rama: Under this heading Best notes that NgEi Tama had

always been a prominent clan in the Tauranga valley (princiPally

at Matahi and Te Waimana), and that at the time of writing (1906)'

Te Whiu Maraki and Tamaikoha were the main rangatira. Te Whiu

and Tamaikoha had fought as wgli Tama leaders during tne pifeni

Wars.

Tama-tuhi-rae, the founding ancestor of wgEi Tama was

descended from the Earth-born people, T€ ttapi-oneone. His story

is briefly stated:

Tana-tuhi-rae (Tama the brow-marked) derived his name

fron the following circumstance: when the bones of his
artcestor [sr..t-Vrandfather] (Tana-mutu) were exhumed for
reburial the forehead of the skull was marked with red
ochre in a pattern termed marei kura. Hence Tana the
second received his name from that incident...The Ngai
Tama clan has since the days of Tama-a-mutu (or Tarna-mutu),
possessed the singrular customs of always placing the bodies
of their dead up in trees. They would not bury them in the
earth, for they considered that Mother Earth is the food-
producer for man, and that it was not right to bury the
dead in her body. Presumably it was looked uPon as a kind
of defilement (p.86).

Presumably, also, there was some connection between these two

items, and between them and the fact that ugEi Tama were of
rEarth-bornr Te Hap-u-oneone descent.
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ugEi tiranga: The major Tini o Toi tribe of Te Waimana was wgli

Tiranga, descend.ants of T[ranga-piki-toi, a descendant of Toi.

We are told that in 1906 the tribal name sti1l lived and that
this tribe and two closely related tribes (rirhoe and NgEti Raka)

were awarded ownership of the Waimana valley by the Native Land

Court. (This court hearing will be discussed in detail in

Chapter 3 of this study). The major ngli Tiranga story, and one

which featured prominently in the court hearing concerned a

warrior named Tuhuki, a 6th generatj-on descendant, of f-uranga-

piki-toi. He and Ngii rirranga expelled another tribe, Ngati

Raumoa, from Te Waimana after the latter had kitled one of

Tuhukirs allies and placed his body in a food pit. The name of

the food pit was Te Waimana-k?ku, "which name was, in after times,

applied to the flat open lands of that part of the valley of the

Tauranga river" (p.83) . Had Best consulted a Ugati Raumoa elder

about these events however, he may well have been told a different

story - one we shall hear later.

rhe gihoe or Urewera Tribe: As already noted, TEhoe-p5titci was a

grandson of Wairaka who came from Hawaiki aboard the Mataatua

canoe. Wairaka's husband, Rangi-ki-tua, belonged to ngEi T-uranga

and thus when rinoe-potiki, his brothers, and sister settled at

nuEtoki "it was as having rights to those lands as descendants

of Turanga-piki-toi, i.e. as members of the Ngai Turanga tribe"
(p.240). fuhoe-potiki had two elder brothers, Ue-i-mua (the

first born) and rlne-moe-ahi. The relationships between these

brothers, and hence their descendants, are defined through the

folloWing story:

Tuhoe-potiki and Ue-i-mua became involved in a dispute over

land-rights, and during the quarrel Ue threatened to eat the
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heart of his brother. f-uhoe replied, "Iet the matter lie over

until tomorrow, when I will hand over my heart for you to eat -
if you can slay me. Should I slay you, then I will consume your

heart" (p.243). f-uhoe then formed an alliance with TEne-moe-ahi

and their two forces attacked Ue from different directions.

TEne-moe-ahi killed Ue-i-mua and true to his word fihoe later

cooked and symbolically ate Uers heart by touching it to his

lips. Uers descendants sought to avenge their defeat with the

assistance of ng-ati Awa, the coastal tribe, but according to

tutroe accounts they were not successful. Best learned from

rihoe elders that after the fratricidal fighting tihoe-potiki

went to the Waikato district in search of his uncle, and that

TEne-moe-ahi went to the East Coast; however he sided with Tihoe's

rival-s, preferring a Ngeti Awa account which stated that tfihoe

and his brother went west and dast after they were defeated by

ttgati Awa. "Such is the Ngati Awa account, and it is probably

near the truth", he wrote (p.2a91 .

2. Warfare 1800 to 1860

Following hj-s presentation and assessment of stories con-

cerning the founding ancestors of the so-called early tribes and

of the tihoe tribe Bestrs history moves quickly into the nine-

teenth century. Ivlidway through his account of the tinoe tribe
he pauses to inform his readers of the task ahead:

It is here necessary to give some explanation of the modus
operandi pursued in compiling these notes. The first part
of the work, consisting of some account of the various
tribes was simple enough. But when it comes to the com-
pilation of thousands of notes concerning innumerable
fights and other occurrences, it is then that one encounters
the great difficulty of placing these items in correct
chronological order...of rny 13 volumes of notes' I take no.9
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and find that it contains notes concerning L69 different
fights. Does any one want to take up the task?
(p.295-2s71 .

Best had before him notes which told a very different kind

of history from that which he had presented previously. Indeed'

these accounts belonged to a different domain of historical dis-

course. For the most part they concerned inter-tribal fighting

in which the fathers and grandfathers of Best's informants had

participated. Included are some eye-witness accounts, but for

the most part they are from men who had learned of the battles

from their elders. Some stories were recorded by Best during

informal conversation, others had been recorded during Land

Court hearings, and some had been written for Best by Tutakang-atrau

of l"laungap-ohatu, Hamiora Pio of ngEti Awa, and others.

Forced to accept the impossibility of presenting all of his

notes in a single chronological seguence, Best decided to proceed

by districts first RuEtoXi, then Te Whaiti, Te Papuni (east of

Maungap6hatu) and Waikaremoana. A sequence of battles, some of

which Best was able to date was presented for each district in

turn. By proceeding in this wdy, his task had become more

manageable, but it was not really the solution to his problems.

with reference to a number of battles at RuEtoki he complained:

All witnesses agree to the different fights, but differ
very much in the order thereof, no two witnesses are in
agreement in this respect (p.332).

Forced to choose a sequence Best sided with tirtakangEhau ex-

claiming, "of verity, what may the'pignry assume to know when

these giants differ" (P.334) .

Bestr s problems were in this regard largely of his own

making. The accounts of the various battles were, Iike those

concerning the earlier ancestors' tribally specific, and defined
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inter and intra-tribal relationships from different points of
view. For the narrators of these accounts a unilinear history
of a single district would have been as alien as an integrated
history of several tribes. Not that Best was unaware of this:

The fact is that the Maori keeps his accounts as between
tribe and tribe, as a careful Dr. and Cr. statement of
raids, attacks, and killings. It is fairly easy to get
these stories in proper order as between tribe and tribe
(p.546) .

But rather than choose the line of least resistance, Best opted

to struggle against the grain.

The Tauranga valley seems to have been a relative haven of
peace during the period 1800 to 1850, dt least Best records no

major battles as having taken place there during this time.

He wrote:

There was no movement of Tuhoe to settle the Wai-mana
district and the upper part of the valIey, but the
people thereof became Tuhoe by means of intermarriage
(p.400) .

Following his accounts of fighting in the Ruatoki, T€ Whaj.ti,

Te Papuni and Waikaremoana districts, Best describes the ex-

peditions to the Bay of Plenty in 1822 and 1823 of the musket-

bearing northern tribes, and subsequent fighting between tfrhoe

and the southern neighbour, NgEti Kahungunu. The material
contained in these accounts is peripheral to my study, and so I
simply mention them in passing and move on to 'the coming of the

White Manr and rthe riri Pakeha: fighting between Tuhoe and

Europeans | .
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3. The pEkehd wars

Stories concerning the founding ancestors of the Urewera

tribes and accounts (written and oral) of the nineteenth century
inter-tribal warfare belonged to distinct but connected domaj.ns

of f-uhoe historical discourse. For Best this distinction was not

important; both types of account were simply evidence, more or

less reliable, from which history could be constructed. rn

describing the fighting between tihoe and plkehE he sought to
continue his history by drawing upon a radically different form

of evidence, documents and remj.niscences penned by T[hoe's

enemies. rt was not a task he relished, but "even a slight sketch

of the history of Tuhoe would doubtless be condemned unless some

notice be taken of the part they played in the above r,rar" (p.565).

It would also be an appropriate way to end his tribal
history, which he succinctly defined as follows:

By tribal history I mean the accounts of the various vrars
in which the successive generations engaged, for such is
ever the history of barbaric man (p.24).

By rbarbaricr, Best was referring to a stage of social evolution,
one down from civilization and one up from savagery. The plrenE

wars thus appear as the last battles in a history of barbarism,

a final stand before f-uhoe succumbed to the forces of civilization.
The colonial confrontation was presented as an evolutionary in-
evitability and so de-politicized and naturalized,.

Although Best includes personal reminiscences of two battles,
for the most part his account of the fighting between 1864 and

r871 was based on Parliamentary papers, Gudgeon's Reminiscences

of the War in New 4ealand, Colonel Whitmore' s The Last Ivtaori War

in New zealand, and coronel Porter's The Life of l4ajor Ropata
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Wahawaha. Not only did Best draw upon enemy reports, but he also

made their language his own. His informants, earlier referred

to as wise authorities now became tthe enemyt, rdesperadost, and

'murderers'. Tamaikoha, previously described as a 'good authority'

and leading rangatira is now referred to as a rthorough savage'

and ra most turbulent character during the war, though he seems

never to have achieved anything beyond killing stray travellers
from an ambush, and such like acts' (p.591). Such insults to the

mana of this rangatira reflected Bestrs uncritical acceptance of

anny reports an acceptance which contrasts sharply with his
judgements of tihoe accounts. In Chapter 4 of this study I go

back to the official reports used by Best and offer a very

different account of Tamaikoha's role in the defence of the

Tauranga valley.

Adopting official rhetoric, Best labelled all those who

opposed the invasions by Government troops as rHauhausr. 'Hauhau'

was a term used Uy eEfefras to refer more specifically to the

followers of a Taranaki prophet, T€ Ua Haumene, whose biblically

influenced teachings were introduced to f-uhoe in 1865. Best

considered that these teachings began rthe Hauhau crazer which

led to a Hauhau rebellion, and that Government troops were

simply putting down this rebellion. No mention is made of the

fact that the Government had confiscated almost, half a million
acres of land from the Bay of Plenty tribes before Tamaikoha and

others took up arms. Thus Best's rhetoric concealed the political

reality, which was that the Urewera tribes were fighting for their

land and soverei-gnty. Tamaikoha was simply a fHauhau rebel' as

was another great leader Te Kooti Rikirangi. Neither $rere

followers of the Taranaki. prophet, however, and in fact Te Kooti
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was a prophet in his own right, founder of the Ringatu Church.

The final part of Best's account deaLs with invasions of the

Urewera District by Government troops and their unsuccessful

search for Te Kooti.

Best concluded:

For many years after the close of war the Tuhoe folk were
far from friendly with Europeans, and refused to allow
any prospecting for gold, surveying or road-naking within
their boundaries. The construction of the road from Fort
Galatea to Ruatahuna, by way of Te Whaiti, which was

commenced in l,!ay, 1895 , \rtas the wedge that split up the
Tuhoean policy of isolation (p.657).

tirfroe history had at last converged with that of their historian.

Part t\uo

From Bestts point of view, :I@, Part One, dealt with
ttribal history' and the narratives included in the first two

sections of Part Two dealt with the coming of Polynesians to the

Bay of plenty (historical traditions) and philosophical specu-

Iations about various natural phenomena (myths). From a tthoe

point of view however all of the narratives included in Parts

one and T\lo dealt with nqE mahi a nqE tf'puna (the deeds of the

ancestors), whether tMEori', tPolynesian' or manifested as

Inatural' phenomena.

4. Historical Traditions

Hawaiki was (and is) a place of spiritual origin and return.

When speaking of an event which had occurred in the past, a

person might Say, "I was at Hawaiki at that time, meaning that

he was not yet born" (p.673). After death the person's spirit
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returned to Hawaiki to join his or her tipuna. The {gg who

dwelt in Hawaiki were the source of mana which unfolded (tipu)

as history in the deeds of the tipu-na. "War, peace, the practice

of religious rites, the art of house building, and many other

things all originated at Hawaiki" (p.674) . As an historical

point of origin and return, Hawaiki was understood in spatial

terms as Hawaiki-nui, Hawaiki-roa, Hawaiki-pamamao (great,

far-stretching and distant Hawaiki). Tipuna first came from this.

spatial Hawaiki in a variety of ways; some as spirits' some on

the backs of whales (i.e. on taniwha which represented Tangaroa,

the sea-god), some on the backs of birds, others by canoe.

But for Elsdon Best, Hawaiki was a place of racial origin,

a Polynesian island, and the MEori could only have come to

New Zealand from this place using but one means of conveyance -

a canoe. His section on historical traditions deals, therefore'

with the arrival i-n New Zealand of a number of different canoes.

Paralleling his division of the Urewera tribes into 'the early

tribes' and the tirhoe tribe, Best divided the canoe traditions

into 'early voyages to Aotea-roa, or New Zealandl and the later

voyage of the l,lataatua canoe which brought Tthoe-p6tiki's grand-

mother to WhakatEne. However, just as the various tribes of the

Urewera District told different accounts concerning their founding

tlpuna, so did they relate these tf,puna to their Hawaiki origins

in different ways.

ngE e6ti:<i, the inland people, didnrt have a canoe, however

ritakangihau told Best that p6tiki's father, T€ Maunga

(The Mountain), "came from Hawaiki, though some state that he

descended from the heavens, alighting at onini [near RuatEhuna] "

1p.23). He was lured to earth by Potiki's mother, Hine-
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pirkohurangi, the lleavenly Mist-maiden. In Best's opinion, there-

fore, P6tikirs descendants could "give no satj-sfactory account of

the origin of Potiki T, nor of the vessel by which he or his

ancestors came to this land" (pp.2L-22).

The Hawaiki ancestor of Te HapE-oneone, the people who lived

from Te Waimana out to Ohiwa on the coast, was Hape. We learn

that his canoe $ras named Rangi-matoru, and that after landing at

Ohiwa, Hape married one of Te Hap-u-oneone, the Earth-born people.

Hape then left for the South Island in search of greenstone,

taking with him the life-principal of the kEmara. fhis mauri

was eventually returned to Te Waimana by Hapers son, Tamarau.

The founding ancestor of Te WhakatEne, the people who lived

to the east of the Tauranga river, was Haeora. We learn that

his grandfather, Tamatea-nukuroa, and father, Roau, came from

Hawaiki on the Nukutere canoe, bringing taro, the ti tree, and

the karaka tree.
Tirhoe's canoe was uEtaatua. It was captained by Toroa,

f[hoe-potikirs great-grandfather, and landed at WhakatEne. Just

as Hape had found Te Hap-u-oneone living at Ohiwar so Toroa found

Toi's descendants living at Whakat-ane. His daughter, Wairaka,

married one of these people. Toroa and Hape were also linked

with different traditions concerning the kGmara. Hape took the

mauri of the tuber to the South Island, while Toroa is said to

have brought it to New Zea1and. This difference may have caused

Best some unease, since Hape is said by him to have arrived in

New Zealand before Toroa and founded one of the early tribes.

Rather than face up to this contradiction however, Best simply

classified the Te HapE-oneone story as a legend and transferred

it to his section on myth and folklore (pp.948-957).
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Nukutere

and 2 of

f. Mvth and Folklore

-

Te Maunga, Hape, Tamatea, Toroa and his daughter Wairaka

were all ancestral links between Hawaiki and Aotea-roa. They

bridged two worlds. fhe deeds of their ancestors are related and

discussed by Best under the heading 'Myth and Folklore'. For

Best, "Maori mythology was Maori PhilosoPhy, abstract theories

evolved to account for natural phenomena etc..." (p.1016).

The problem was to decide at what point concrete history became

abstract theory, and in practice this was when Best considered

the history to be unbelievable. The narratives related and

di-scussed in this section of his book were, therefore, those

which Best did not believe.

We learn that Ta-ne, one of the sons of Rangi-nu5- and

Papa-tuanuku, was the origin of forests, birds and man - he

formed the first woman out of the earth. We are also told of

his brothers:

Tu, art ancestor of man, but who also represents wari
Tangaroa, art ancestor of man, likewise the fish of the
ocealrl , and Rongo, arl ancestor, but also a Parent of aII
land foods cultivated by man (p.955).

Others htere TEwhirimatea, origin of winds, and Haumia, origin of

the fern root. fn subsequent generations there arose the old-

time heroes: Maui, who snared the sun, destroyed the fire-

children, fished up the land, and failed to conquer death,

Tiwhaki, who ascended to the heavens, and others. So marvellous

were their deeds that it seemed 'safer' to exclude them from the
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historical narrative, although it was "quite possible that the

persons so named were really ancestors of the Maori" (p.932).

But the imposed separation between the believable and the

unbelievable also meant that some narratives were themselves

divided so that the believable parts appeared in Part One of the

book, and the unbelievable parts in Part Two. I have already

noted that Hape was considered to have been an historical
ancestor, his arrival in New Zealand an historical tradition,

and his departure from Ohiwa to the South Island with the mau!!

of the kimara, a legend. P6tiki was described as an historical
ancestor; however it is not until the later discussion of

'rainbow myths' that we are given any details concerning his

mother, Hine-pukohurangi. She is also said to have married

Uenuku, whose visible form is a rainbow. Tamatears arrival on

the Nukutere canoe is included as an historical tradition, but

for an account of his subsequent deeds we must turn to later

discussion of tipua (dernons, beings of mana). Under this heading

we are told that when Tamatea and his daughter were traversing

the ranges to the East of the Tauranga river he caused a spring

to gush forth by stamping his foot. In the pool, there now dwells

a tipua-eel with eight tails.

By sifting the believable 'facts' from unbelievable 'fancy'

the meanings of the narratives were often lost.

Had Best followed the order of whakapapa (genealogy) in his

presentation this fragmentation of firhoe knowledge could have been

avoided. lloreover the whakapapa included in Volume II linked

different domains of k6rero; stories concerning tf.puna whose deeds

established a cosmological order, stories concerning the founding

tlpuna of tribes and hapi (including those who came from Hawaiki),
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and stories concerning battles fought by the recent tipuna of

Bestrs informants. This historical order was also obscured as

tipuna wandered across the Pages of the text.

FROII4 AI,IENATION TO INTERPRETATION

It must be borne in nr:ind that, however uninteresting these
data pertaining to tribal history and genealogies may be to
Europeans, yet they are of undoubted interest to natives.
Now most of the information concerning old-time Maori life
that I have collected during many years I owe to the friend-
Iiness and patience of native friends. It is a small enough
return to nake when I prepare their historical traditions
for publication (ix).

In the above passage from the preface to Tuhoe' and also in a

concluding note, Best explains that he has published his account,

not primarily for Europeans, but in return for the friendliness

and patience of his Inative friends'. His tihoe readers will not

have failed to notice, however, that this passage, and indeed

the entire work is addressed to a European audience. For the

most part this writer-reader relationship is implicit in the

text, which is of course largely in English, however it is

occasionally announced more Ioudly. Concerning the NgE P6tiki

genealogy he exclaims,

. ..r,!re must conclude that man has appeared upon earth at some

date subsequent to' say, A.D. 1200, which is quite an alarm-
ing statement, and one calculated to disturb our faith
in our own history @.22, my emphasis).

Later he notes:

Te whiu stil1 lives, and it was he who hoisted the New

Zealand Ensign at the Wai-mana Native School in 1902.
He fouqht against us from Galatea to Gisborne, and was

severeLy wounded three times (p.666-667, mY ernphasis).

Best's work thus has a most peculiar status a publication for

fihoe, addressed to a European audience concerni-ng material much

of which he expected to be of limited interest to this audience.
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The history that Best presented to his PEkehE audience was

tirhoe knowledge objectified, judged and alienated at a time

when the Crown was preparing to alienate fEhoe land. By 1907

the Urewera Commission had divided the people living within the

legislated boundaries of the Urewera District Native Reserve

into 34 land-owning groups, each represented by a committee.

These groups were in turn legally integrated into a larger land-

owning group represented by a General Committee which would have

the power to alienate land to the Crown. As a result of the

Commission's work the Crown was able to purchase, by 1919, almost

two-thirds of the Urewera Reserve. Elsdon Bestrs history was to

a large exLent an outcome of his participation in this colonial

process and his text reflects this. Parallelling the creation of

the Reserve, Best was to bring together a number of divergent

and sometimes contradictory traditions specific to different

tribal groups to produce an integrated history of the Urewera

District. The teachings and writings of a number of elders were

compared - 6ome were judged acceptable, others doubtful, others re-

jected as Best applied to them his criteria of validity. In so doing

he adopted a role similar to that of the Urewera Commissioners

he sat in judgement before tuhoe historians, and their knowledge

became his evidence.

TEhoe's land, a site of ancestral presence and source of

life for the descendant,s of those who lay within it, was trans-

formed into a commodity in the legal discourse of the colonizer.

Analogously, the alienation of fthoe knowledge required that it

be objectified as evidence in the historical discourse of the

colonizer. As evidence this knowledge was removed from its

social context, and filhoe elders became the recept,acles from
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which it was taken. Once taken, it became a cultural object to

be authenticated and preserved.

This form of ideological colonialism was paralleled, not

only in land alienation, but also in the establishment of the

Colonial ivluseum where Best worked from 1910 until his death in

1931. Here treasures of great mana of ancestral presence and

power, which had been removed from their social context during and

subsequent to the colonial h/ars, were displayed as objects, ot

hidden away in boxes.

Bound between the covers of his book the knowledge imparted

to Best by ritakangEhau, Paitini, and others, was integrated into

a history of a New Zealand tribe. As such it contributed to a

wider Maori and New Zealand history as defined through the dis-

course of the colonizer. Best sought to integrate his evidence

into a loose chronological sequencer. beginning with the early

tribes of the region and ending with the construction of the road

in 1895. For the Tfihoe elders from whom Best gained his knowledge

this activity was, of course, unnecessary. Their past contained

its own order, the genealogical relationships which bound them

to their ancestors. But neither Best nor his European readers

were descendants of these ancestors, and hence they had no genea-

logica11y defined position from which to view the lEhoe past.

For these outsiders looking in, the narratives of rEhoe elders

could only become historically meaningful when related to their

present in terms of an extrinsic order - a chronological sequence.

Such an order served to relate Best and his readers to Tlhoe's

past and as New Zealanders this past could be integrated with

their ohrn. In a wider sense therefore, the country's colonial

present could be understood to have progressively developed out

of its pre-coloniaI past.
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At an epistemological level Best's operations upon Tuhoe

knowledge were legitimated by positivist assumptions concerning

the nature of his enterprise. That is, he saw himself as a

collector and collator of facts, a contributor to civilized man's

increasing knowledge of his history as world history. This posi-

tivism of facts assumed facts to speak for themselves indepen-

dently of their interpretative context, which included both Best

and his informants. These assumptions are forcefully challenged

by contemporary writings in the field of interpretation theory or

hermeneutics, and in what follows I briefly review this challenge

in order to contrast my approach to fihoe history with that

implicit in Best's work.

A fundamental canon of hermeneutic theory is that the central

task of any interpretation must be to relate the meaning of the

parts of a text, narrative or discourse to the meaning of the

whole:

Thus the movement of understanding is constantly from the
whole to the part and back to the whol-e. our task is to
extend in concentric circles the unity of the understood
meaning. The harmony of all the details with the whole is
the criterion of correct understanding. The failure to
achieve this harmony means that understanding has failed
(Gadamer, 1975:259).

This dialectical movement between part and whole is termed the

hermeneutic circle.

In approaching any text our initial conception of its

meaning as a whole must take the form of a Prejudice. Drawing

upon Heidegger's existential phenomenology, the German philoso-

pher, H-G. Gadamer, sought to rescue the notion of prejudice

from the negative connotations it acquired during the 'Enlighten-
mentr, and argued that prejudice is not necessarily a false

judgement, but is rather a pre-judgement and thus a necessary
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condition for understanding. It is in relation to this Pre-

judice that the text is defined as questionable, and through

the interpretation process thus initiated, the prejudice itself

is thrown into question. The interpreter and the discourse

being interpreted are therefore related in terms of a dialectic

of question and answer!

one of the more fertile insights of modern hermeneutics is
that every statement has to be seen as a resPonse to a
question, and that the only way to understand a statement
is to get hold of the question to which the statement is
an ansl,rer. This prior question has its own direction of
meaning, and is by no means to be gotten hold of through
a network of background frsychological] motivations, but
rather, in reaching out to the broader contexts of meaning
encompassed by the question and deposited in the statement
(Gadamer, 1981:106).

Or more succinctly, "we encounter facts in statements. All
statements are answerslr (ibid:107). Thus the central task of

interpretation is to grasp the question to which a statement is

an answer, but in so doing we pose questions which must themselves

be opened to question.

Gadamer argues that interpreted knowledge is neither ob-

jective nor subject5.ve, but inter-subjective. For this reason

hermeneutics cannot become a method able to provide the certain-

ties of objective truth, but can only clarify and reflect upon

the dialogical condj-tions of genuine understanding. Ricoeur

(L976) noted that to construe the meaning of discourse is to make

a guess, and that there can be no rules for making good guesses.

However he agrees with Hirsch (1967) that there are ways for

validating the guesses that we do make:

The logic of validation allows us to move between the limits
of dogmatism and scepticism. It is always possible to argue
for or against an interpetation, to confront interpretations,
to arbitrate between them and to seek agreement, even if this
agreement, remains beyond our inunediate reach (L976:79) -
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Given that no discourse is fully transparent and that there is

no completely exhaustive interest which motivates interpretaion,

interpretation is always on the way and never definitive.

fn light of hermeneutics, the non-reflective positivism of

structuralist approaches to discourse is thrown into relief. Sartre

aptly defined structuralism when he described it as "no longer a

positivism of facts, but a positivism of signs" (quoted by

Diamond, L9'142325) . The objectification of the text as an arrange-

ment of signs, the structure of which may be contemplated by a

detached and alienated observer, denies the intentionality of the

discourse and the inter-subjective foundation of understanding.

"This language attempts, in Sum, to produce an observer who is

not part of the investigation or object he is studying and seeks

not to constitute man but to dissolve him" (Dwyer , L979'.207) '

Dissolve him, that is, in a rationality which is presumed to

operate above culture and outside history, but which is in fact

culturally and historically specific. Structuralism avoids

reflection upon the relationship between its own questions and

those which motivate the texts of others by adopting a position

outside the dialectic of question and answer, in order to under-

take an explanatory analysis which PresuPposes understand.ing

(Ricoeur, L976). From this position of alienation it is unable

to deepen the understanding of discourse in any reflexive sense

and can only discover its own rationality in the discourse of the

other.

It is undeniable that in addressing the contradictions of

human existence narrative discourse may opPose and mediate con-

ceptual categories, but the meaning of such oppositions and

mediations can only be grasped by reference to the questions
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addressed in the discourse. This meaning is Pre-supPosed by

structural analysis but cannot be explained unless it is also

understood, and it can only be understood by entering the herme-

neutic circle.

The epistemology implicit in Bestrs writings was a positivism

of facts rather than of signs. t[hoe historical discourse moti-

vated by questions other than those which Best brought to it' was

for him, potential evidence which might provide facts concerning

the past. These facts had historical significance only in-so-far-

as they provided ansttrers to his questions, and adjudication would

determine the extent to which they did so.

The parts of this discourse were not interpreted in relation

to the whole to which they belonged, but as fragments of another

whole, the objective history Best was seeking to construct. Where

questions which motivated this construction were contradicted by

the intentional.ity of the tihoe discourse, this discourse was

deemed non-historical, thus precluding any reflection on the

appropriateness of his questions. This lack of reflection upon

the intentionality of his own discourse meant that Bestrs history

rri/as presented as knowledge of , rather than knowledge fot , and so

took on the appearance of unmotivated and authoritative knowledge

in relation to the motivated discourse of his informants.

During the course of my research I was forced to confront

the fact that the questions which motivated my inquiry into the

past of the Tauranga valley were not those addressed by tlhoe

historical discourse. Paralleling Bestrs attempt to produce a

history of the Urewera District as the history of a single tribe'

my initial intention was to write a history of a single community,

the fihoe community of the Tauranga valIey, But although this

corununity is a contemPorary political and social reality, I soon
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learned ihat local traditions do not define it as a collective

historical reality. The narratives related to me by local histo-

rians could have been integrated into a continuous narrative'

sketchy in places and fuller in others, but it became increasingly

apparent that.to do so would be to distort their local signifi-

cance. While I had nrot abandoned my attempt to understand the

past of this community as sequential whole, this endeavour was

continually calJ.ed into question throughout my research.

In this study I seek to interpret tihoe narratives with

respect to the questions they address. But I also seek ans!{ers

to my own historical questi.ons by interpreting this discourse with

respect to documentary sources. Thus my account reflects the

dialectical tension which characterized my research.

I now understand the narratives related to me by Tthoe histo-

rians as belonging to different domains of historical discourse

which are discontinuous in terms of k-orero, but continuous in

terms of whakapapa. In this study I seek to interpret the k-orero

within each domain in relation to the whole to which it belongs'

and to relate the domains to each other as parts of a larger

whole. The ultimate goal of this study is a deeper understanding

of this larger whole.

In the next section of this introduction I describe the

setting for this discourse.

INTO THE TAURANGA VALLEY

Overlooking Te Waimana

house, the embodiment of an

at Piripari there stands a meeting-

ancestor named Tamakaimoana. On the

the gable, is the carved figure ofmaihi, the facing boards of
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Plate 1. The Piripari marae, 1981. The meetinghouse, Tamakaimoana,
to the left. The dininghall, Tdtua-o-te-Rangi to the right,
with a kitchen behind. Tdtua was the wife of Tamakaimoana
and it is from her that the Ngdi Tdtua hapi take their name.

Wf#,.$-mffi.swrr

Plate 2.

Tamakaimoana. The carved
koruru at the apex represents
Tamakaimoana. The figure
bel-ow is Td.tua. On the left
maihi is the Mdtaatua canoe.
Tangaroa (sea-god) as a whale
on the right.
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Plate 3. Erueti Tamaikoha, about 1895.
From Cowan, L923:I66.

Te Whiu Maraki, I92L.Pl-ate 4.
From Cowan, 1923:446.
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Rua Kenana, about 1908.
Anthropology Department,
University of Auckland.

Plate 5.
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the Mitaatua canoe in which TEneatua, Tamakaimoanats ancestor,

sailed from Hawaiki. Supporting the ridge-pole from within the

meetinghouse stands the carved figure of Tamaikoha. Around the

walls are photographs of Tamakaimoana's descendants. First there

is Te Whiu ltlaraki, beside him Tamaikoha. Tamaikoha and Te Whiu

were men of great mana who Ied the T-uhoe defence of the Tauranga

valley during the PdkehE wars of the 1860s and early 1870s. The

line of photographs continues down the lefthand side of the

meetinghouse and up the right, ending with Rua Kenana. Rua, the

New Messiah, rose to prominence in 1906, and the following year

he called his people, the Iharaira or Israelites, to Maungap6hatu,

near the source of the Tauranga river. Beneath the sacred

Ivlaungapohatu mountain, he and the lharaira established a habit-
ation for rGod and manr, the New Jerusalem. This study begins

with the ancestors of Tamakaimoana; then moves down the whakapapa

to Tamaikoha and Te Whiu; and ends with accounts of Rua and the

memories of the lharaira.
During the first period of my fieldwork in the Tauranga valley

I wrote my diary and. slept in Tamakaimoana. In what follows I
introduce the valley and its people by drawing upon passages from

this diary.

Piripari, March 15-16, 1978.

I slept the night in Tamakaimoana and the next morning

walked back along the track between the paddocks to the house of

Te Whiurs grand-daughter. Her son Rata, and grandson Tawa had

just finished milking and we sat down to a breakfast of sausagtes,

eggs and potatoes. The children had already eaten and rushed
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off down to the gate to wait for the bus which would take them up

to the Matahl Primary School. During breakfast Rata and Tawa

discussed the day's programme. The gate to the back paddock

needed fixing, Tawa would have to go to WhakatEne to pick up some

tractor parts he had ordered, and there was always spraying to

be done. Tawars young cousin kicked off his gumboots at the door

and joined us at the tab1e.

"And what about you, who's on your list today?" Rata asked.

I didn't have a list, but I said that I wanted to talk with Heta,

Rua Kenanats son.

Ratars mother was sitting outside plaiting flax kits to be

sold in WhakatEne.

"E noho Jeff", she said, and I sat down beside her. The kuia

(old lady) always spoke in MEori, and only in MEori, even when

her mokopuna up at the MatahI School talked back to her in English.

She tried to encourage them to speak properly but it was difficult.

The kids spoke English at school, were taught in English, read

books in English, watched T.V. prograrnmes in Eng1ish, sang pop

songs in English - and she was just one old kuj-a.

As she twisted the flax in and out I asked her about Tauranga

vaIley meetinghouses. There were only two wharenui in Te Waimana

when she was a girl, she said, Rehiri and Takutai-o-te-Rangi.

R5hiri, the oldest of the Waimana meetinghouse stands at Tanatana,

between Piripari and Tataiahaper on the Eastern side of the

Tauranga river. It belongs to the descendants of Rakuraku,

another leader of great mana. Rakuraku was a contemporary of

Te Whiu and Tamaikoha.

"And which was your meetinghouse?" I asked.

" Takut,ai- o-te- Rangi at Tataiahape , " she said.
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Plate 6. Above the Piripari marae looking down the
Waimana valley, 1981. Across the river,
to the left of the Photo are the
Pouahinau and Tauanui maraes.

View to the right of the above photo-
The road passes through Tanatana (houses
just visible) and continues on to
Tataiahape.

P1ate 7.
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Pl-ate 8. An aerialview of the Waimana valley, October, 1967.
Lands alrd Survey Department photo. Geography
Department, University of__,luckland.
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'I stayed there with my auntie when r was a little girl. "

"Were you living there when you married Ratars father?"

"No, up at ltatahlr w€ were staying up at MatahT, and then

we came down here to Piripari. This land all belonged to my

grandfather, to Te Whiu, that's why we came to live here."

The kuiars kit wasn't looking too good, in fact it didnrt

look much like a kit, at all, more like a hat. I told her so and

she put it on my head.

Ratars cousin, another of Te Whiu's great-grandsons who lived

on the other side of our potato patch came past. He was heading

for one of the back paddocks to fix up some fences for Rata.

He would take Tawars young cousin with him, but there r^ras to be

no fooling around like last time.

I had taken off my hat and was getting ready to head up to

Matahl for a talk with Heta when the phone rang. It was the wife

of yet another of Te Whiuts great-grandsons, whose house was also

on the other side of the potato patch. Her daughter was sick, she

said, and she thought it might be chicken-pox. Would I take her

to see the doctor in WhakatEne? The kuia also wanted to see the

doctor and so she decided to abandon her kits and come with us.

We drove down the vaIley, past Rahiri at Tanatana, but when

we got to Tataiahape the kuia ordered me to turn right at a gate

on the opposite side of the road from the meetinghouse. She

wanted to 'kidnap' one of her great-grandchildren for the day.

The raid was successful, and we continued on through the Waimana

gorge to TEneatua, and from there to WhakatEne. About a half-

hour's drive.
The doctor's surgery was closed, and wouldnrt open again

until 2 o'cIock, so we bought some fish and called in to see

Rata's sister, one of the kuia's adopted children. We talked
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about the kuiars mokopuna, the sisterrs two children at the

Ivlatahi school and the possibility of the sister and her husband

moving house. Her husband was working at the timber mill and it

was a long drive there and back every day. The fish fillets were

dipped in batter and fried and we sat down for a kai.

It was late afternoon by the time we returned to Piriparj..

The mokopuna were back from school, and the eighty cows already

in the milking shed. I put on a pair of gumboots and went down

to lend Tawa a hand. As I approached the shed I could hear the

familiar hiss-click-c1ick, hiss-click-c1ick, as the machine sucked

out the milk and pumped it into a large stainless-steel tank.

A tanker would collect the milk at seven-thirty tomorrow morning

and take it to the dairy factory in op6tiki. Rata and hj-s son

were running the 150 acre farm together, but Rata hoped that in

a year or two Tawa would be able to take over by himself. Ratars

cousin from Tauanui, on the other side of the river, had just

completed the new milking shed, and it would soon be possible for

Tawa to do the milking on his own if he had to.

There are six dairy farms on this side of the river between

Piripari and Tataiahape. The next down river from us is owned

by a pEfefra. Then at TanatanarRatars cousin and uncle have two

farms adjacent to each other. The cousin and uncle are both

descendants of Rakuraku. Between Tanatana and Tataiahape is a

second pE:<enE family, and at Tataiahape another of Rata's cousins

farms on the land of his great-grandfather Te Pou. Te Pou was

the rangatira at Tataiahape when the meetinghouse was built in

1906. A man who married into the Te Pou 'family' also farms at

Tataiahape. l4ost of the land on the other side of the river is

either leased or has been sold to pakehE farmers.
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We'd finished milking by 5 o'cIock, and after hosing down the

shed, rinsing out the milking machine, and putting the cows into

their new paddock, we returned to the house fora kai - watercress,

potatoes, meat, kamokamo (baby squash) and the kuiars famous

toupoits (steam bread-balls). Later we sat in the living room,

and while the others watched T.V., Rata and I talked history.

A man in his late forties, Rata had a strong interest in,

and good knowledge of Tauranga valley history, and he had en-

couraged me in my research. Initially he suggested elders who

might help me with certain questions and even suggested the

important questions to ask. In the evenings we often talked about

what I had learned, and he elaborated upon it or suggested alter-

native interpretations. He also suggested that I do my writing

in Tamakaimoana.

It was almost midnight by the time we had finished talking,

and without a torch I stumbled along the track between the paddocks

to my bed in the meetinghouse. I opened the door and switched on

the light standing directly in front of me was Tamaikoha. Around

the walls were the photographs, begj-nning with Te Whiu and ending

with Rua Kenana. I looked at Ruats photograph and thought, "I must

go and see Heta tomorrour. "

The next morning the kuia was sitting outside in the sun

wearing an unusual hat as I rode down the driveway, past the

milking shed, and onto the rough metal road which leads to Matahf.

Dry and dusty at this time of year, the road follows the Tauranga

river for about 8 kilometers, winding through rugged hill country.

In places the-forest comes down to the river bank, in others,

patches of scrub, fern, and secondary growth can be seen on the

lower parts of the slopes. At Omuriwaka, above the river

between Piripari and lvlatahl, is a family meetinghouse, T€ Tatau-
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ki-a-Hape-Tudrangi. It was built in the early 1930s by Te Pairi,
a rrephew of Te Whiu, but now it is rarely used. Te Pairirs son

was living there up until last year but he has since moved to

TEneatua.

As I rounded the last bend the vaIley opened out before me.

To the left was the river; in front of me, oD both sides of the

road, were pastures surrounded by steep forested hills. In the

distance at the end of the valley stands the Matah1 school.

Between 35 and 40 people live in 10 households at l'latahT,

and 7 of these households live on two marae, Tuapou and Matahl

(see plates 9 and I0). On the Tuapou marae stands Te Ao Hou

(The New World), a meetinghouse built by the descendants of Rua

Kenana four years after his death in L937. Adjacent to Te Ao Hou

is the house in which Rua died, now closed off as a memorial.

Behind it Rua rests in a white concrete tomb.

Half a kilometre further on I turned in at the gate to the

Matahl marae. Directly ahead stood the meetinghouse, T€ Huinga-

o-te-Kurarwatching as I approached. There are 3 houses on this
marae. To the right of the gate is the house where kuia Puhi

lives with her son. The kuia married Ratars uncle. At the back

of the marae, to the left of the meetinghouse is the house of

Hetars son and his family. To the left of the gate, Rua Kenanars

son, Heta lives with his wife Te Paea.

Heta was sitting on a bench, rolling a cigarette as I
approached.

"IrTefd been wondering where youtd got tor" he said, flicking
his lighter. I sat down beside him. I explained that Ird
planned on coming up yesterday, but had to take one of the kids

in to the doctor. We talked about how dry it was, the lack of
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Plate 9. The Tuapou marae at Matahi, l-981. Buildings from left
to right are: The dininghall; a family house; the
meetinqhouse, Te Ao Hou; Rua's house with his tomb behind-

A marae is an enclosed, paddock, with a meetinghouse, combined aininghail
and kitchen, ablution block, and sometimes houses. A11 meetinghouses stand
on marae, which vary in size from 1 to 5 acres. They are social centers
where hui, ceremonial gatherings and local meetings, are held. Hui include
weddings, funerals, twenty-first birthdays, political meetings, IilE- any
social gathering where visitors are welcomed and shown hospitality by the
loca1 descent grouP. Most hui formally begin when a loca1 kuia calls thevisiting party (ope) onto the marae from the meetingho,rs.. T67o,aI speechesof welcome (whaik6rero) are addressed to the visitors by leading men of the
marae, who sit to the left or the right of the meetinghouse. Speakers from
the ope reply from the opposite side of the marae Etea, or forecourt in front
of the meetinghouse. After the whaik6rero aiGT l-provided for the visitorsinthedinin9ha11.Latertr'eyffiffi1aIt@.(peopIeofthe
Iand) may retire to the meetinghouse for furtn& speecnes ana d,iscussion.
During whaj-k6rero outside and inside the meetinghouse, orators draw upon
traditional history by reciting whakapapa (genealogy), recalling proverbs
and sayings, and alluding to incidents associated with important ancestors
and places.
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,Plate 10.

':'f '+;r\' '-\/'

The house of Heta and Te

Matahi Marae, 1981. Te
in the foreground.

Paea Rua on the
Huinga- o -te- Kura

Plate 11

Looking up to the carved
koruru of Te Huinga-o-te-Kura.
Kowhaiwhai design beneath the
apex. The hearts sYmbolize
aroha (deep feelings for ki-n) -
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water in his tank, and of the tangi (funeral) last week. Heta

had been up to fix the dam so that there'd be enough water for

the visitors.

Somet,imes I visited Heta to ask him about the history of

ivlatahl, other times we just talked for the sheer pleasure of

talking - "chatting away, chatting along" as Heta would say.

This was to be one of those times. Now in his early seventies,

Heta had come to Matah1 in L924, just before Te Huinga o te Kura

was built, married Te Paea and had been here ever since. Although

he was an elder of the Matahf and Tuapou maraes, Heta usually

left the oratory to others. "Itrs better to be humble", he

said. Heta promised to tell me his life history one d.y, but

we never got around to it. Now itrs too late.

Te Paea came out to chop some wood for the fire there's

no electricity supply to the Matahf v.alley. She smiled and said

'hullo'. As Heta and I continued talking she split tawa on the

block by the fence. Now in her late sixties, T€ Paea had U-ved

at Matahf all her life. As the young daughter of Hori Hiakita,

a leading rangatira of the valley, she watched her mother and

father felling trees and planting maize. She attended the first

school opened by missionaries in I92L, but had been forced to

leave school to marry Heta. She hadnrt wanted to, but her father

and Rua Kenana had arranged the marriage. "You just had to

respect it, whether you like it or notr" she'd told me. She

remembered when the first dairy farms were established in the

early I930s, and their collapse towards the end of Wor1d War II.

Te Paea's nephew now has some beef cattle on the land, and

Ratars cousin,who farms at Tataiahape has some sheep there, but

the cream truck had long since stopped coming to collect the cans.

When the cream truck stopped coming, people began leaving.
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I talked briefly with Elfig Puhi, who was heating some

washing water over a fire out the back, and returned to Piripari

for lunch. Then I went down to see Puhirs elder brother at

Tataiahape, the great old man of Te Waimana, HoropEpera.

The koroua was sitting on the front steps when I arrived,

with his frightening yellow and black walking stick beside him.

A man of great knowledge and mana, Horo didn't tolerate fools

easily - he had no time for 'humbugr, and would say so in no

uncertain terms. He hadnrt been well 1ately, but felt a lot

better today, he said. Horors son came out and joked that yes-

terday his father had climbed over the fence into the paddock

opposite the marae. The old man was blind, and had become d.is-

oriented, but eventually made his way back along the fence line.

"It proves he must be getting betterr" the son said. Horo laughed.

I had brought my tape recorder with me and asked Horo if he

would tell me more about TEwhanar a'n inland settlement between

Matahf and Maungapohatu, at the source of the Tauranga river.

Horo and kuia Puhi lived there with a few other families in the

L920s and 30s, but the place is now deserted. A lone blue and

red meetinghouse, Ngd-Tau-e-Maha, now watches as hunters and

trampers pass by on their way to Maungap6hatu.

The old man told me that he drove pack-horse teams along

this track taking suppli-es in for Rua and his people when they

moved back to Maungap6hatu in L927. He wouldnrt charge Rua, he

said, because he had married Rua's daughter.

"How did people support themselves up at Ta-whanar" I asked.

"I worked!" he said.

(Most of the conversations with Horo, Rata, Heta and other

tuhoe elders were in English, although towards the end of my
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fieldwork we used M6ori more frequently. I did not, however,

become fluent enough to participate fuIly in conversations held

in MEori, and this was, and remains r €rr1 important limitation on

my understanding of tEhoe history).

On my way home to Piripari I noticed the kuia from next door

digging potatoes from her family's patch adjacent to the Piripari

marae. I stopped to lend a hand. The old lady sorted out the

damaged f rom the undarnaged ones r Ers I and three of her family

drg, and carried them to her in plastic buckets. We put the riwai

in six sacks, loaded them onto her son-in-Iaw's trailer and took

them around to the house. A cup of tea, then I returned home

carrying a bucket of kEmara and 2 kamokamo. We would dig our

potatoes j.n about three weeks time.

Saturday, April 1st 1978

As we drove onto the Tanatana marae for the Eastern Tuhoe

Executj-ve meeting there were already about forty cars parked

near the gate. Local men were lifting pieces of black smoking

wood, some still aflame, from the hot hEngi (earth oven) stones.

Clouds of steam billowed up as water was poured over the stones.

Meat, potatoes and pumpkin were brought out from the kitchen

in shallow wire baskets, placed on top of the steaming stones

and covered with layers of wet sacking. The hump was then

covered with earth.

Rata and I walked across to Te-Poho-o-rihoe (the bosom of

Tuhoe), the Rakuraku' family' meetinghouse. Te-Poho-o-lEhoe

and REhiri stand facing each other on opposrte sides of the road,

physical evidence of past rivalry between two of Rakuraku's sons.
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Ttt,auake, the younger of the two, could not speak on his marae

without the consent of his elder brother Taua, so he built Te-

Poho-o-T-uhoe across the road. The rift within the family has

since healed, and Rakurakuts descendants now use T-utauakets

marae. Rdhiri stands alone without a dinj.nghall for company.

We went into the meetinghouse. Members from each of the

eleven Tauranga valley marae Committees were seated around the

walls on cushions or benches. Kuia Puhi was there representing

Tawhana, the now deserted inland marae. Whakarae, between

Tawhana and Matahi was represented by Ratars uncler ED expert

hunter and bushman. His family is one of only two now living at

Whakarae. The Matahf marae was represented by Te Paeats nephew,

Tuapou by Heta's younger brother. (Heta was probably playing

cards in the dininghall). There was no-one from Omuriwaka.

Rata, a great-grandson of Te Whiu, was the Piripari delegate.

Tanatana was represented by the Chairman of the Executive

Committee, one of TEtauake's sons. Tataiahape was represented

by a great-grandson of Te Pou, the rangatira who established

the Tataiahape marae. There were also delegates from the three

maraes on the other side of the river; Pouahlnau, Tauanui, and

REroa.

The Eastern T-uhoe Executive Committee meets at a different

marae each month, and is made up of delegates from the eleven

marae Committees. The Executj.ve in turn sends delegates to one

of eight District Councils, and these send delegates to the

New Zealand Maori Council, established by act of Parliament in

L962.

Kuia Puhi opened the meeting with a prayer, and the first

take, or cause for concern was introduced; the new fisheries

regulations which limit the numbers of shell-fish that may be
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gathered - in our case, from Ohiwa, between WhakatEne and op6tiki.

It was stressed that it was the commercial interests who are the

major reason for the depletion of shell-fish numbers.

After more than 2 hours of discussion we were called over

to the dininghall for kai. The hEngi had been lifted, and plates

of food were sold for $Z each to raise money for the marae.

Because the Executive meetings are hosted by a different marae

each month, all have an opportunity to boost their funds by

selling hEngi food, and by holding a bring-and-buy. For this

monthrs bring-and-buy Rakuraku's descendants had donated pork,

cockles, fish, preserves, bread and cakes. These rrtere on display

in the dininghall as we entered, a1I with their price tags.

The Rakuraku 'familyr were the 'bringerst on this occasionr w€

\^rere the rbuyers'. The kuia brought two cakes for $3 each and

asked me to take them to the car. At. the back of the dininghall

two card games were in progress, 50c from each hand going towards

the marae.

After lunch it,

of the Executive. I
t Bosom of T-uhoe' .

was back to the meetinghouse for the members

sat beside the kuia on the verandah of the

tihoe, ot rEhoe-pbtiki is the founding ancestor of the

ffihoe tribe. The rohe p6tae r or boundary of this tribe en-

compasses Tthoe communities at Ruatoki (in the va11ey to the west

of the Tauranga valley), RuatEhuna (inland from Rudtoki), Waika-

remoana (south of Maungap6hatu), T€ Waimana, and MatahT. The

fEhoe population of these communities has gradually decreased

over recent years due to urban migration. In 1978 the rihoe

population from Te Waimana to Whakarae numbered approximately

300.
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The members of the Tauranga valley hap-u all belong to fthoe
in that they can trace descent from fuhoe-p6tiki through male

and female ancestors, but in some case the founding ancestors of

the hapE are not descendants of tihoe-potitci. Rather, they are

the founding ancestors of what were formerly distinct Urewera

tribes.

The eleven Tauranga valley marae (R-ahiri's marae excluded)

were all established between 1906 and 1962. A person has speaking

rights and other rights on his marae by virtue of his descent

from the founding ancestor of a hapE.

The eight major hap[ of the Tauranga valley and the marae

with which they are most closely associated are as follows:

HapE Marae

Te Whakat6ne

Ngai Tama

Tamakaimoana

Ng-ai Tdtua

Ngeti Rere

NgEti Raka

NgEi Tdranga

Tamaruarangi

Whakarae, Tauanui

Ivlatahf , Omuriwaka

Tuapou

Piripari

Tanatana

Tataiahape

Pouahlnau

REroa

The Eastern Tuhoe Executive meeting was closed with a

prayer at about 3.30 p.m., and we returned to Piripari shortly
afterwards.
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April 24, 1978

I visited Materoa at Tataiahape this morning. She lives

two houses along from the marae on the opposite side of the road

from Horo. When I arrived the kuia was bent over, weeding her

patch of pirhd (sow thistle), a straw hat on her head. She had

a flax kit beside her containing some stones, two small potatoes

and two red tomatoes.

"What do you want those stones for?' I asked.

"To fill up the holes my mokopuna drgr" she said. Her

'mokopuna' were 8 chickens. She handed me the kit, and asked me

to fill in the holes for her, which I did. It seemed a somewhat

eccentric way of going about things but there was kuia-logic to

it nonetheless. We went inside for a cup of tea.

The kuia told me ttrat she was a child at Tataiahape when

Rua Kenana and the Iharaira built a township there in 1909. But

soon after her first marriage she had moved to Waiotahi, the

valley to the east of Te Waimana, and then she moved away to

Te Kuiti. As Horo put it, "she was all over the place at that

time." The old lady came back for a while during World War II,

and then she went to Auckland. Now she was back again, living

on her grandfather's 1and.

Mostly when we talked history we talked about her childhood

years at Tataiahape. Her memories of the settlement as it was

at this time were vivid and detailed. "When you started coming,

I started thinkiog," she said.

lady

Her 'mokopuna' had wandered into the kitchen, and the old

sent them outside "haere atu! haere ki wahol " "Hard-case

fowlsr" her nephew saidr ds he came in "they understand MEori."
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He had come to do some repairs on the house, and get it all
fixed up for the winter.

f talked briefly with Materoars nephew, a kaumEtua of the

Tauanui marae across the river, and then returned to Piripari,
to Tamakaimoana.

The four domains of discourse considered in this study

each reflect back upon the meetinghouse, Tamakaimoana. Part One

concerns Tdneatua, the Hawaiki ancestor of Tamakaimoana who came

to Aotearoa on the MEtaatua canoe. It also concerns the early
ancestors of Tamaikoha, the pou-toko-manawa of Tamakaimoana, and

of Te Whiu. Part Tlvo deals with the mana of Tamaikoha and Te

Whiu, and of their contemporaries, Rakuraku and Te Pou. In Part

Three I consider narratives relating to Rua Kenana, a

descendant of Tamakaimoana, and in Part Four I present the

reminiscences of three of Ruars people, the Iharaira. Materoa

remembers Tataiahape between1909 and 1915. Ruars son Heta and

his wife Te Paea describe Matahf between 1915 and 1927, and Ruars

son-in-Iaw, Horop6pera, recalls T5whana, the now deserted inland

settlement, as it was between L927 and 1940.
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PART ONE:

TRIBA], AND HAPO ANCESTORS

INTRODUCTION

The storj.es included in this domain are about Tauranga

valley ancestors whose deeds and words have given meaning to

the landscape and have become important for defining inter-

tribal and inter-hapi relations. Chapter One concerns the

arrival from Hawaiki of the Mdtaatua canoe, and a walk inland

up the Tauranga valley by Tdneatua, one of the Mdtaatua

ancestors. Chapter Two focuses upon the founding and early

ancestors of the Tauranga valley hapfr, Te Whakatdne; Tamatea,

who arrived from Hawaiki- on the Nukutere canoe and walked

inland to the east of the Tauranga valley, Haeora his grandson

and Haeora's adopted son Kahuki. Chapter Three concerns

ancestors who claimed the mana of Te Waimana for their
descendants who now live there.

Tribes and hapu

-

It is commonly said that prior to European-llEori contact

Ivliori society was divided into tribes or iwi, the largest

Mdori kinship group, and that these in turn "comprised a

number of related hapri [sub-tribes] the members of each being

able to trace back their descent to the common ancestor of

all" (Firth, L959:114). In documents and accounts written
prior to 1900 however, the term iwi was rarely used to

designate a corporate descent group. Instead, the term hapE
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was applied more widely to include any politically autonomous

descent group larger than the extended family. The ll5ori

version of the 1835 Declaration of Independence of New Zealand,

for example, referred to "The United Tribes of New Zealand" as

"Ko Te Wakaminenga o Nga Hapu o Nu Tireni" (The Assembly of

New Zealand Hapu) . The l'16.ori version of the Treaty of Waitangi

signed in 1840 also translates "Tribe" as "Hapu" (Government

Printer, 1960).

An early use of iwi to desj.gnate a descent group may be

found in a lecture delivered by John White in 1851, however

here the term is extended to include "the descendants of those

men who came fto mer Zealand] in one canoe" (aJHR, 185I,

E-7 242) .

The now well-known 3-way division of MEori society in
which iwi appears as an intermediate category between waka

and haprf was possibly first formalized by Elsdon Best in L902.

In an article on t'ldori nomenclature he wrote,

...the following divisions may be noted

1. The waka (vessel or migration)
2. The iwi (tribe)
3. The hapu (clan or sub-tribe)
Each tribe is subdivided into more or less hapu or clans,
eadr of which would be under their own chiefs and hold their
own lands. These clans were independent of each other.
There was but little cohesion among them as a rule unless
a conmon enemy threatened the tribe. Then they would band
together, each clan still under its own chiefs, and together
face the enemy. Apart from the above, the clans often
fought each other (Best , L9O2:182-184) .

Although his formulation implies that the founding hapd

ancestors of any given iwi were descended from a common iwi

ancestor, Best must have been well aware that for T0hoe, and

probably for most other tribes, this was not the case.

For example, the founding ancestors of the Tauranga valley
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hapfr, Te Whakatdne and Ngii Triranga, were not descendants of

Tfrhoe-p6t,iki, yet the members of these two hap[ were said to

belong to the Trlhoe tribe.

The fact is that T0hoe hapE, and probably those of other

tribes also, were politically autonomous descent groups related

to each other as members of a political confederation through

descent and/or marriage alliance.

Best proposed 'iwi' as a Maori equivalent of the English

concept, 'tribe' however Williams' Dictionary of the Maori

Language defines iwi as; 1. bone, 2. stone of fruit, 3. strength,

4. nation, people. The category of people referred to is thus

a more general one and includes those which MEori people might

refer to in English as rmy bones' (my kin in a general sense).

It may also be extended to include all t'liori people, relating

them as te iwi MEori to the te iwi P.EkehE.

Because the term iwi does not precisely denote a

confederation of hapE I shall in this study use the English

word rtribe' to refer to such a group. Thus, by the term

'Tihoe triber I mean a confederation of related hapD the

founding ancestors of which were not necessarily descendants

of the eponymous ancestor, Tthoe-p6tiki.
Lines of descent from hapd tipuna include both males and

females, and hence these descent groups have been termed

'ambilateral' (firth, L957, 1963). Firth proposed that hapE

membership is also dependent upon "residential and land use

criteria' (1963:35) but Webster (1975) has argued that this

is no longer the case. Webster's conclusions were in part

based on fieldwork among Ttrhoe and accurately reflect my

understanding of Tauranga valley hapd today:
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The perpetuity of the hapuu...rests primarily on a corporate
descent group of kinsmen, non-resident as well as resident
in the ancestral locality, who maintain their affiliation
in this and perhaps a few other similar groups through
continued active support. However, in jural terms, the
hapuu as a perpetual entity also extends from this active
core to the entire descent category originatinq from the
founding ancestor, a periphery of relatively inactive
members with correlatively limited mernbership rights and
duties, at least in this descent group (1975:150-151).

The most active 'core' of Tauranga valley hapi are the

whEnau (extended families) who live in the locaility and who act

as tdngata-whenua (people of the land, hosts) during hui held on

loca1 marae. But often the tEngata whenua grouP also includes

other members of the hapu who live outside the valley and who

return home for important hui. It is these resident and non-

resident kin who welcome the ope (guests) onto their marae.

Inter-hapfr marriage and ambilateral descent mean that many

Tihoe of the Tauranga valley belong to more than one local hap[.

After the Pdkeh5 wars of the 1860s, marriages between members

of different local hapf appear from the whakapapa to have been

relatively frequent, continuing into this century. A sample of

44 marriages recorded in the Presbyterian Baptismal Register

for the period L924 to 1934 (when hap-u membership was noted)

shows that just over a third (16) were between members of

different Tauranga valley hapd.

Thus although some of the tipuna whose deeds will be

recounted in the next 3 chapters are identified as early and

founding ancestors who held the mana of different local hapE

(Te WhakatEne, Ngdi Trlranga, Ngdti Raka) they may be claimed

as tlpuna by many local families irrespective of preferred

hapG allegiance.
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Other key concepts

It might be

more precisely a

the text. These

'whakapapa | .

useful at thj-s point in the study to define

number of other key concepts referred to in

arei tmanat, tdj-scours€t, tk6rerot and

Mana is one of the most difficult !15ori concepts to express

clearly in English, indeed its translation has challenged

writers for more than a century. One of the earliest to attempt

a comprehensive definition was F.E. Maning. He distinguished

many different kinds of mana: the mana of a priest was proved

by the truth of his predictions and success of his incantations.

A chief 's g accompanied hi-s power and inf luence, ErS did the

mana of a tribe. A warrior's mana was proved through un-

interrupted success in war (Maning, Lg73 [fAAZ] :229-232) .

MEori

ofa

hence

In a lengthy discussion of mana based upon an analysis of

historical narratives, Prytz Johansen noted that the mana

chief and the mana of his tribe were almost j,dentical, and

mana is someLhing cornmon, shared, a kind of rfellowship'.

The chief owns the mana of others. It is this very thing
that makes his mana so ffi greater than that of others as
it 'extends' into the land and the people. This fellowship,
Inana, has something inpersonal about it, in the way that it
may be taken from the chief and taken over by another man
(I958:86).

The mana of a chief extends into his name, which in turn may

extend into the landscape. However,

The possession of the m€rna of the land must manifest
itself in a true fellowship with the country, i.e. that
one understands how to make the country yield (1958 294) .
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But what of the origins of mana? TEhoe elders with whom

I raised this question stressed that it originates with oners

tipuna. It is their mana which is upheld in the present through

the words and deeds of contemporary leaders. The mana of the

land originates with Papatuanuku (Earth mother). The mana of

man derives ultimately from TEne, son of Papatuanuku and

Ranginui (Stcy father). The mana of the tribe or hapE originates

with its foundinq ancestor and is passed on down successive

generations. The mana of a treasure derives frqm its
association with tfpuna. l'lana may also originate with God and

be passed down to prophets and religious leaders so that they

may proclaim his word and heal the sick.

The tipuna to which the kdrero (discourse) in this domain

relates once held the mana of tribes and hap! of the Urewera

and surrounding districts

Discourse is a connected series of statements communicated

by someone to someone. In his introduction to a study of
Western historical discourse Hayden White noted that,

The etymology of the word discourse, derived from the Latin
discurrere, suggests a movement tback and fortht or a tn:nning
to and fro'...discourse, in a word, is quintessentially a
mediative enterprise (1978:3-4) .

The meaning of discourse thus has a dialogical foundation. Used

in this sense the term 'discourse' may be precisely translated

into MEori as k6rero.

Williamsr Dictionary of the Maori Lanquaqe translates

k6rero as,

Address...3. v.i. Speak, talk...
News...6. Story, narrative, discussion...

1.
4.
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Stories or narratives about the past are sometimes referred to as

kSrero tipuna (ancestor stories) or kbrero tukrr iho (stories

passed down) to distinguish them from accounts relating to the

present. T0hoe k6rero, as history, is discourse about the past

and of the past in that it contaj.ns and elaborates the words of

the ancestors.

Kdrero concerning ancestors can only be properly understood

when related to whakapapa. Whakapapa is the recital of names of

tlpuna in their proper order, fixed in writing in whakapapa

books as genealogical tables. The primary metaphor for descent

in Maori cosmogeny is one of growth, unfolding - tipu.
The unfolding of the past into the present is also an unfolding

of mana, the mana of tipuna. NgE tipuna o mua are the ancestors

who lived before (mua means past, before, in front). N€
whakatipuranga are the generations to follow (muri means future,
after, behind).

Before the lt{itaatua canoe

The K6rero presented in Chapter One concerns the Mdtaatua

ancestors of Tirhoe-potiki, however local whakapapa through

Ttthoe-potiki go back to the earlier tlpuna - Toi, Hape and

P6tiki and through them to Rangi and Papa (the primal parents

representing sky and earth). Toi is an j-mportant ancestor for
all eastern Bay of Plenty and East Coast tribes, and was the

founding ancestor of a confederation of Urewera tribes which

Best termed Te Tini-o-Toi. Toi or Toi-te-hua-tahi (Toi the only

child) is represented in the Tauranga valley as the koruru

(carved face) on the apex of the Whakarae meet,inghouse, up river
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from Matahf. Hape was an ancestor of Te Hapu-oneone (The Earth-

born people). Best wrote that he came from Hawaiki in search of

greenstone and after a brief stay at Ohiwa departed for the South

Is1and. He is represented in the Tauranga vaIley by the meeting-

house at Omuriwaka, down river from Matahl.

P6tiki-tiketike, founding ancestor of Nga P6tiki was the

son of Te llaunga (The l"lountain) and Hine-p[kohurangi (The Mist-

l,taiden). Rata, a descendant of P6tiki, told me that Te Maunga

was a man who named l'laungap6hatu. He was living at the head-

waters of the Tauranga river when he met Hine-p-ukohurangi, a

'spiritualf $roman. She had descended from the heavens with her

sj-ster, Iline-wai (Water-Maiden) to bathe in the waters of the

earth. Hine slept with Te l'launga, but always had to return to

her father, Rehua, before day-break. Te llaunga tricked her

into staying until dawn, however, by'blocking up the holes in

their sleeping house, and so she was revealed to his people.

Hine remained on earth long enough to give birth to P6ti.ki,

and then she was forced to leave her husband and child. She

now returns as mist to embrace Potikirs descendants.

Te Tini-o-Toi, T€ Hapu-oneone and Nga Potiki are no longer

considered distinct tribes or confederations and these names

are now rarely heard. Indeed little kbrero concerning them is

related in the valley today. They were important however, when

fihoers Mitaatua ancestors arrived from Hawaiki. It is to the

deeds and words of these tlp"".. that I now turn.
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CHAPTER ONE

rAxnarua aup uAraarua

INTRODUCTTON

In lvlarch 1874, two flags were flying above a large meeting-

house at RuatEhuna as a party of visitors approached. One flag

was a red ensign, the other showed the bust of a black man on a

red background. The second was the flag of the Whitu Tekau.

The Whitu Tekau was a 'Council of Seventy' TEhoe leaders who had

united in order to protect their land from further alienation,

and to fight for the return of land confiscated from them by the

Government. Among the party of visitors was a Government

representative, Herbert Brabant, Resident Magistrate of Opdtiki.

He had been sent to report on the proceedings of the hui.

Brabant wrote that one of the subjects for discussion was

the Mdtaatua canoe, and:

...After some hours had been spent in discussion, the food
for the visitors was presented, consisting of a canoe
(Matatua) forty feet long, half-filled with preserved
birds and a quantity of potatoes (A.I1B, L874, 1A p.2).

In this chapter I shall also be discussing the M5taatua

canoe, and I will focus upon another visitor to Ruat-ahuna, who,

many generations before Brabant, walked from WhakatEne uP the

Ruetoki valley into the heart of T0hoe's tribal land. His

name was TEneatua and he came on the MEtaatua from Hawaiki some

18 generations ago. T5neatua also walked up the Tauranga valley

and in this chapter I enter the valley by following in his

footsteps.
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This chapter is divided into four sections. I begin by

locating the Mdtaatua traditions within a colonial context and

suggest that they took on a new political significance during

and immediately following the Land Wars of the 1850s and early

1870s. I then consider the earliest documented TEhoe accounts

of the arrival of the Mdtaatua and TEneatua. Next some

contemporary accounts by Tauranga valley historians are

presented and related to the earlier recorded versions.

Finally I seek to interpret the canoe traditions with respect

to the questj-ons that they address.

POLITICAL CONTEXT

The few documented references to Mdtaatua prior to 1860

tell us almost nothing about its pre-colonial significance.

It is clear, however, that during and immediately following the

Land wars of the 1860s and early 1870s this canoe became a

powerful symbol of unity in the face of colonialism.

In 1863 Government troops invaded the Waikato district

seeking to force colonial rule upon the tribes of the region

which had united under the mana of the Maori king, Tawhiao,

and in order to take by force lands which these tribes had

refused to sell. The following year a Ttrhoe contingent of about

50 men and women went to the assistance of Waikato, but suffered

a tragic defeat when their g (hill fort) at OrEkau was

besieged by some 1700 colonial troops. Before the T0hoe

contingent left for Orikau a hui was held at RuatEhuna to debat'e

the issue, and during the discussions several speakers made

reference to the MEtaatua canoe. Paitini Wi Tapeka, one of the

OrEkau survivors, later recalled this debate:
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We heard of the fighting in the North, of how the tribes
of Wai-kato were trying to beat back the Pakeha (European)
soldiers. Then a meeting of the Tuhoe tr6E-was held at
Rua-tahuna in order that the matter might be discussed by
all. Piripi Te Heuheu...proposed that the fighting men
of Tuhoe should march North and assist in fighting the
soldiers at Waikato...hereupon another chief, Te Ahoaho,
arose and said: "l.ty idea is thi.s - give heed to it,
O Tuhoe! Tauwharautia a Mataatua - (Let Matatua be
shelteredl harm, in the shed. Here
the speaker spoke of our tribal lands as the ancestral
canoe Matatua, on which our ancestors came from far lands.
He objected to going afar off to fight, but wished to see
the tribe stay at home to protect their lands only if
attacked on them. The chief, Te Whenua-nui agreed to the
last plan, and remarked: "I agree that t'tatatua shall be
sheltered, for the fighting is coming near to us"
(Best, L9252566-671.

Te Whenuanui was right. In 1865 Op-otiki was invaded by

600 colonial troops, and in 1866, 448000 acres of land were

confiscated from the Bay of Plenty tribes for resistance

(termed 'rebellion'). Included in the confiscations were 1400

acres of T[rhoe land. MEtaatua was no longer 'secure in the

shedr. Between 1866 and 1871 Tlrhoe, in alliance v/ith Te

Whakatohea sought to defend their canoe but were unable to

regain the land taken from them.

Soon after the close of war, a council of seventy TEhoe

leaders, T€ Whitu Tekau, was formed to protect their land from

further alienation and to fight for the return of that which

had been confiscated. At the large hui held at Ruatahuna in
Ivlarch L874, and attended by Resident Magistrate Brabant, the

Ir{Etaatua again became a political focus. It was reported that
one of the subjects for discussion was:

The waka [""no"] Matatua to be united (i.e. that all
tribes who are said to have come over in this canoe should
join in a sort of land league (AJHR, L874, 6-1A:2).
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During the discussions, Kereru, a Rudtoki ranqatirarappealed

to the gathering:

Let Matatua be one, and let us join our lands to keep out
rents and roads (AJHR, L874, G-1A:4).

In his subsequent report to the l4inister of Native Affairs,

Brabant expressed some concern over the fact that T0hoe r{eret

...endeavouring to induce the neighbouring tribes
(especially the Whakatohea) to join them f. in demanding
the return of the confiscated lands; and 2. in a sort of
land league by which the Urewera for probably the league]
were to be guardians of the papa tipu (hereditary land)
of all the tribes who joined them as well as their own;
the object being to prevent road-making, selling and
leasing of land etc. This they called the "Union of
Mataatua" i.e. a league of all tribes who are supposed
to have come to New Zealand in that traditional canoe
(AJHR, I874, G-2:8).

In the same year the Magistrate reported that NgEti Awa

were building "a large carved house, and most of the tribes

[fraa Ueen] to assist" (Mcl,ean Letters, Brabant to Mclean,

L4/8/L874). The name of this great meetinghouse was l\,Iataatua.

one of the purposes for building this house was to re-establish

alliances between Ng6ti Awa and Tthoe in the aftermath of the

Land Wars which had created divisions between them (Phillipps

and Wadmore, n.d. :3-5) .

It is clear, therefore, that the MEtaatua canoe became a

prominent symbol for political alliances between Ttrhoe' Ngdti

Awa, and Te Whakatohea during and subsequent to the Land Wars,

and it is likeIy that it became more politically significant at

this time than it had been previously. Perhaps the canoe and

traditions associated with it also took on a changed political

significance, but the few recorded references to the vessel

prior to the 1860s do not permit any firm conclusions in this

regard.
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The Whitu Tekau appears to have been a relatively short-

lived tribal council which did not succeed in forming a joint

land league with Te Whakatohea, and as far as I am a$rare there

have been no further attempts to establish such a league.

No longer as closely linked with direct political action, the

t'litaatua remains an important focus however, often referred to

in whaik6rero (formal speeches and debates) on loca1 marae,

particularly during large and important hui.

IIATAATUA TRADIIIONS RECORDED BEFORE 1906

Prior to the time that Best began his research in the

Urewera district there were no published Mdtaatua traditions
from Tflhoe sources, and very few from neighbouring tribes.

In 1843, Edward Shortland was told by a rangatira of the

Tauranga tribe, Ngii Te Rangi, that the "tribe Ngatiaua

[lgati ewa] owe their origin to the crew of a canoe called

Te Mataatua which made the shore of New Zealand at Whakatane"

(Ms. source quoted by Simmons, L9762L47). Shortland later

wrote that the descendants of the Mdtaatua crew "spread

themselves from Whakatane, the spot where they first landed,

to the westward and eastward along the coasts of the Bay of

Plenty" (Short1and, 1855 222) . Dieffenbach (1843) noted that

the Mdtaatua was a Ngdti Awa canoe, and it is also briefly

mentioned in White (1887-91). A waiata (song,/chant) recorded

by Sir George Grey prior to 1854 associates Toroa with the

waters of Whakatane: "Kia inu a Toroa i to wai o Whakatane

(Let Toroa drink of your waters oh [t] Whakatane) " (quoted by

Simmons, L9762147).
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The first recorded account to describe the arrival of

llEtaatua in any detail was published by Judge W.E. Gudgeon in

1892, but again it is of wglti Awa origin. His account will be

considered later in the chapter.

fn Tuhoe Best made no clear distinction between the

M6.taatua traditions of Tthoe and NgEti Awa. For him the narra-

tives related by elders of these two tribes were partial and

sometimes contradictory evidence for the Polynesian origins of

the Bay of Plenty people. As a result, his account of the

arrival of MEtaatua is largely a compilation of narrative

fragnnents from various sources. Fortunately, however, Best did

identify many of these sources and so it is possible, by

careful cross-checking, to partially recover the Tthoe traditions

he had recorded. In what follows I attempt to do so. I first
present an account based on statements which Best attributed

to Tutakangihau, a member of the Tamakaimoana haprf of

Maungap6hatu, and follow this with other Trfhoe accounts which

were not attributed to specific narrators.

Tutakangahaur s account

Best learned from Tutakang-ahau that prior to the sailing

of the Ir{itaatua, Awamorehurehu, a descendant of Toi, had

t,ravelled to Hawaiki from Aotearoa (New Zealand) and had there

married a woman named Te Pae-rere-i-waho. Their son, who was

born in Hawaiki, was named lrEkewa. Ir3kewa married Kiwa in

Hawaiki, and their son was named Tdneatua (L9252718, 7I9.

See Tab1es I and 2).
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After his marriage to Kiwa, and presumably after the birth

of Tdneatua, IrEkewa came to Aotearoa to visit his fatherrs

people. No canoe was mentioned in this context, and hence he

probably came on the back of a taniwLa. Upon reaching the Bay

of Plenty, IrEkewa proceeded inland up the WhakatEne river and

placed the iho or umbilical cord of one of his children (KEtaka)

in a tree which was subsequently named Te Iho o KEtaka (pp.238-

239) . He apparently continued to lr'Iaungap6hatu where there is a

large mass of rock named Te Tapapatanga o lrdkewa (The stretched

out form of lr5kewa). Irdkewa is also said to have introduced

several diseases, including hura, a form of scrofula (pp.718,

Table 1. (From Best, 1898:6461.

Te Kuraimonoa

Te Paerere-i-waho

Irakewa
I

Toroa
l
I
1

(14 generations to)
I

I

I
Tutakangahau

Table 2. (I'rom Best, L9252718) .

Kiwa Irakewa Wekanui

r rT

Awanui-a-rangi Te Papaturangi

Awamorehurehu

Taneatua Toroa Puhi Muriwai
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7L9). While in Aoteroa lrdkewa took a second wife, Weka-nui,

a member of one of the original tribes, and she later accompanied

him back to Hawaiki (pp.234, 7L2' 718).

The children of lrEkewa and Weka-nui were Toroa, his

brother Puhi, and their sister Muriwai. A11 three were born

in Hawaiki, but were also descendants of the Bay of Plenty

people through both parents (Tab1e 2).

Not long before the coming of MEtaatua, greenstone had

been introduced to Hawaiki (p.719), probably by Ngahue:

The old-time Pacific-voyager, Ngahue, is said to have
pursued the greenstone l_referred to as a 'fishl to these
shores, and to have taken some back with him when he
returned. Hape, who came after Ngahue is also said to
have come in pursuit (quest) of the greenstone. He cane
because he had heard of Ngahue having found it here in
Aotea-roa (pp.845, also pp. 948, 952) .

Greenstone tools were therefore used in working the timber for

the M6taatua. Te Apa-rangi and Te Kbrekai-tangata were the

names of two of the adzes used in the work (pp.7L9-720).

The MEtaatua sailed from Hawaiki to the Bay of P1enty

captained by Toroa, younger brother of Tdneatua but eldest, son

of Weka-nui. Best informs us that:

Some of Tuhoe assert that Taneatua came on Matatua
and that he was custodian or medium of the gtod Rongo-mai'
which was the atua of Matatua. Rongo-mai was not a vlar
god, but the at-ua uy which the Matatua migrants were
protected and brought safely across the ocean (p.234).

TutakangEhau is not explicitly quoted in this regard however.

Wairaka, Toroars daughter certainly accompanied her father

on the voyage, since it was with her actions that the name

'Whakatine' (become like a man) originated:

Tutaka [ngahau-[ says that the name Whakatane arose from
an act of Wairaka who, when the vessel cane-to land, rose 

-to her feet and recited the tau o Matatua l-chant of Matatuql
in order to bring the vesser@hor, and to
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subdue the hostility or evil intentions of the inhabitants
of the land (ka tae mai a Matatua, ka u ki uta, ka tu a
Wairaka, ka tau i to ratau waka, he Lamoe i nga kino o nga
tangata o uta. Koinei tenei ingoa a Whakatane, ko te
tuunga o Wairaka hai tau i te wakal (p.722. The English
passage is a translation of the Mdori).

Other Tfrhoe accounts

In addition to statements from TutakangEhau Best included

in his account information from other TGhoe informants, usually

un-named. This material is summarized below.

Upon arriving at Aotearoa the MEtaatua first landed at

Whangaparaoa (East Cape) then sailed across the Bay of Plenty

to Tauranga. !'rom Tauranga it proceeded eastward along the

coast to Whakatine (pp.710, 72L). As the canoe came along the

coast it passed a place named Te Awa-a-te-aLua (The River of

menses). Best noted that this name arose from "an embarrassing

accident that occurred to Wairaka at that pIace" (P.721) but

his Victorian scruples did not permit him to tell us what the

'accidentr was.

When the canoe landed at WhakatEne most of the men ascended

the hill at Ka-pir-te-rangi in order to observe their new land,

leaving the safety of the canoe to the women. Wairaka "took the

matter in hand crying: 'E! Kia Whakatane ake au i ahaur -
(Let, me act the part of a man or let me make a man of myself) "

(p.721). Best informs us that this was the most frequently

given explanation for the name 'WhakatEn€', but he does not te1l

us what Wairakars man-like actions were.
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After the arrival of the MEtaatua canoe TEneatua proceeded

inland to llaungap6hatu, following in the footsteps of his father.

He took with him "the semblance or ahua of the Mitaatua canoe,

the visible form of such being the puhi (plume ornaments) or

tauihi (figure head) of that vessel. This was the mana of

t'tat,atua ..." (p.239). This mana was left at Prf-rakau, in the

Whakat-ane vaIley, where TEneatua built a house named Whare-ariki

(chiefly or priestly house) (pp.239, 725).

Tdneatua was accompanied on his travels by a number of dogs.

One of these was left at TEneatua, the township between WhakatEne

and RuEtoki, and may still be seen as a mound named O-tara-hioi
(p.238). In the Orhakatoro stream on the west side of the

Whakatdne valley are some rocks known as Ng-a Tamahine-a-Taneatua

(the Daughters of Taneatua). Nearby is a rock named Te

Tapapatanga-o-Tineatua (the stretched out form of TEneatua),

a parallel to Te Tapapatanga-o-Irikewa at Maungap6hatu.

Travelling up the valley he came across the hinau tree in which

Irikewa had placed an umbilical cord. TEneatua repeated his

fathers act saying " rka whakaffibia ahau, ka whakato ta

abaq' (I am suspended, I will cause children to be conceived)

The childless women of Tuhoe have had recourse to it for
centuries" (p.239). At a place known as Ngi Mahanga-a-Tdnetua

(10 miles up river from Ruatoki) Tineatua left, the twins (nqE

mahanga), Kanihi and Ohora, who are now represented by two

streams. He proceeded inland as far as l"laungapdhatu where

there is a pond named Rongo-te-mauriuri. As noted in the

introduction of this study, Tamakaimoanars father approached

this pond and subdued a taniwha which dwelt within. This being

of mana was also an offspring of Tineatua.
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Another of Taneatua's tipua (objects or beings of mana) was

a dog named Mariko. "Mariko had Okiwa, which is a local wind

which blows down the gorge of the Whakatine river at Ruatoki.

The visible form of Okiwa is a dog which is believed to dwell in

a pond situated on a hill above the Whakatane river" (235).

When Tdneatua Ieft Maungap6hatu and the RuatEhuna district

he returned to O-tara-hioi, the mound at the T5neatua township,

and from there he proceeded up the Tauranga river. I here quote

Best's account in full (see Map 3 for places referred to):

When Taneatua left Ruatahuna district, he returned to
o-tara-hioi franeatua] and proceeded up the Tauranga
(Wai-mana) river. when travelling near Mohoao-nui he
raised his eye-brovts, probably in surprise at the rugged
nature of the country thereabout. Hence that place was
named Mata-hi (te hiinga o nga-Pewa o Tane-atua) Lthe
raising of Taneatuars eyebrowsl. Te Nana (nganga)
opposite Mohoao-nui, across the river, was named from
te nana o te whewhe o Taneatua (the core of the boil of
Taneatua). Te Koinga, a place hard by, was named from
te koinga o nga taringa o Taneatua. I ttre sharpness of
Taneatuars ears]. Presumabty his ears began to "ring" at
that place. A little further uP stream is Muri-waka' at
a deep pool in a bend of the river. Here is a maj-re tree,
which is a tipua, though I wot not its peculiar Powers.
Tane vrent on up the stream and then ascended the wai-iti
tributary, until he came to what is now the Tahora No.2C
Block. Here he lit an ahi kopae, or camp fire, which
spread, after the manner of its kind, and burned a patch
of the surrounding country which has since- been known as
Te Werar_or, in ful-l , Te Wera-a-Taneatua lthe burning of
Taneatua]. Taneatua then returned and lived at o-tara-hioi
(site of Tane-atua-township) where- says Tamarau, he
married Puhau-nui l-or Puha-rau-nui_[ of Nga Potiki
(Best, L9252240).

While Tineatua was travelling inland a dispute arose on

the coast between Toroa and Puhi that resulted in Puhi's

departure from WhakatEne. Bestrs account of this dispute is

unsourced, however it accords closely with other asPects of

Trlhoe tradition in that Irdkewa is said to have farewelled

the canoe from Hawaiki and reference is made to Tdneatuars
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Map 3. Places visited by Tineatua in the Tauranga valley.
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walk inland. I will therefore conclude this presentation of

Bestts tfihoe material with a summary of this account.

When Irdkewa farewelled the l"ldtaatua migrants at Hawaiki

he said that on arrival at Aotearoa Toroa was to conduct the

ceremonies for agriculture, house building and tribal welfare.

However when the time came to plant kGmara Toroars younger

brother, Puhi, wanted to take control of this work. This led

to a quarrel between the two brothers. During the ceremonial

planting of the kfrmara Puhi sang a song to accompany the work

and in it he made a derisive reference to Toroa with the words

"O kai mai he toroa... (Your food shall be toroa) ". Toroa i.s

both the name of a bird and the name of the ariki or leader of

the family. Puhi was deliberately playing on this ambiguity,

and for this insult he was named Puhi-kai-ariki (Puhi, eater of

chiefs). Tdneatua was apparently exploring the Urewera

district at this ti-me and so Puhi sang:

E haere ana ki uta he tangata kainga kore
(Travelling inland is a homeless man).

Toroa replied to his brother with another planting song

into which he introduced a belit,tling use of the name 'Puhir.

As a result of this dispute Puhi decided to take the canoe to

Northland where his descendants now live as Nga Puhi (pp.726-

728) .

NgEti Awa accounts

The distinctiveness of Tihoe traditions becomes clearer

when contrasted with Ngati Awa accounts that Best incorporated

within his narrative. I do not propose to consider this Ngeti
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Awa tradition in detail here, however let me briefly note two

key points of contrast.

1) Hamiora Pio, Best's main NgEti

perhaps wrote, that both "Irakewa

before the arrival of the Matatua

Kawerau ts.*. of whakatane] in the

Awa informant, said, oE

and Taneatua came from Hawaiki

canoe. Irakewa is still at

form of a taniwha" (Best,

L925:718). Best added:

Several authorities support the statement that Tane-atua
did not come to New Zealand on l,!,atatua, but cannot give the
name of the vessel he did come by. Peradventure he came as
one story says that Irakewa came, on the back of a taniwha
1p.71e) .

One of the 'authorities' referred to by Best may have been

his brother-in-law, Judge W.E. Gudgeon. In an article published

in L892, and based on NgEti Awa sources, Gudgeon wrote:

...many generations before the arrival of the Mata-atua
cErnoe, there came the chief lrakewa to Whakatane, where,
it is said, he was eaten by the snall fish called Warehou;
but how or in what manner he came by his death is not now
known. So much respect was, however, paid to his memory
that for many generations-indeed, until lately{he
Ngatiawa of the Bay of Plenty declined to eat the fish
in question. The learned men of that tribe relate that
Irakewa returned in spirit to his South Sea home, and there
instructed his descendants as to the position of Whakatane,
and informed them that it was theirs by right of his dis-
coveryr and it is further asserted that when the Mata-atua
canoe arrived at Whakatane, Muriwai at once sought out and
occupied a cave which had been given to her, and the
position of which had been indicated by the spirit of her
ancestor lrakevra.

Taneatua, from whom the Ngati-Hamua and Warahoe tribes
of the Rangitaiki River (...) are descended is said to
have been a taniwha, inasmuch as, according to the Maories,
he also came to New Zealand without the aid of a canoe,
... (1892 z2L9l .

The key point here appears to be that the arrival of

Ir-akewa and T5neatua in the Bay of Plenty prior to the Ma-taatua

canoe gave ngiti Awars Hawaiki ancestors prior rights to the

coastal lands. For fdhoe, land and ancestors are linked

through the inland expeditions of lrikewa and TEneatua.
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The fact that T6neatua was said to have come to New Zealand

without the aid of a canoe does not mean, of course, that he

was a taniwha - it is more likely that he simply came on the

back of a taniwha as lrEkewa had done.

2) Although Hamiora Pio stated that lrEkewa and T5neatua came

to Aotearoa before !{dtaatua, he did not agree that the canoe

came following the directions of Irikewa's spirit. Instead,

a second canoe tradition was introduced. Two brothers, Hoaki

and Taukata were said to have come from Hawaiki Prior to the

MEtaatua and to have presented Toi's descendants with some

dried kdmara. Toi's descendants then sailed to Hawaiki in a

driftwood canoe (Te Aratawhao) to obtain this new food, and

they returned with Toroa on the M5taatua (Best, 19252695-7071.

This appears to be a comlcination of two canoe traditions
(te Rangi Hiroa , L949:33) . For an account of the arrival of

Hoaki and Taukata which does not mention M5taatua see (Kirk,

1892t478).

In an attempt at synthesis Best wrote:

Irakewa must have visited New Zealand after the arrival of
Taukata, otherwise the coming of the latter, with his dried
kumara, would not have caused so much excitement. Then
Irakewa must have returned to Hawaiki before Matatua sailed
for these shores... (p.718).

fihoe traditions do not link the introduction of the

kfimara to Aotearoa with the arrival of the M5taatua canoe.

Indeed Hape, who arrived before Toroa

the life principle of the kdmara from

South Island (Best, L9252949, 952-53).

is said to have taken

the Bay of Plenty to the
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MATAATUA AND TAIIEATUA: CONTEI{PORARY ACCOUNTS

In this section I present what I have learned of Mdtaatua

and Tdneatua from TEhoe historians of the Tauranga valley.

Rata, a kaumatua of the Piripari @, discussed this aspect

of local history with me at some length, and much of what

follows has been drawn from transcripts of our conversations.

I also draw upon recorded conversations with three other loca1

historians.

I learned from Rata that five tipuna sailed from Hawaiki

aboard the l4Staatua canoe. They were Toroa, the kaj--whakahaere

or rcaptain', his two younger brothers, Tdneatua and Puhi, his

sister Muriwai, and his daughter, Wairaka.

Sailing from Hawaiki the l4Etaatua reached Tauranga, in the

western Bay of Plenty, and then proc.eeded east along the coast-

Iine to WhakatEne:

They first trried to come through tne- [n"ttgitaiki] f-lver
from l,tatati [-a little west of Whakatinel. They called
that place rTe Awa-a-te-atua' - river of renstrual blood -
because it was there that Wairaka had her first period
and the blood was coming down her legs. The people saw

that and that's why the name - rTe Awa-a-te-atuar.-.
Then they found that t'hey were going the ldrong way and
so they backed out...When they got to whakatine the
men were so excited that they jumped off the canoe, and
instead of throwing the anchor over the side they left
it there, and forgot that the tide was coming in.
The undercurrents started to take the boat out to sea
again and that's when Wairaka thought, "oh, there are
only women on this canoe, if we don't do something we'Il
be right back out there." So she challenged, she called
out | "I'm going to act like a man - kia whakat-ane au i
ahau." See women werentt supposed to rolr canoes. She
grabbed hold of the paddle and started to row, and then
the other hromen started to help her.

I noted earlier that Best was not explicit as to the

origins of the names rTe Awa-a-te-atuar and rWhakatEner.
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The details of Rata's account do not, therefore, originate

with his work.

The explanation given by Rata for the name rTe Awa-a-te-

atuar was supported by another local elder who considered this

to be an important item of 'evidence' relating to a dispute

between rrfhoe and Te Whakatohea, the Op6tiki people. The

principal Te Whakatohea ancestor on the canoe was Muriwai, and

her descendants claim that it was she, and not Wairaka, who

stood up and called "kia whakatine au i ahau" (Lyall , L979 z7l .

They say that her niece Wairaka was not old enough to do so -

I have heard it said that she was only nine years old at the

time. Tihoe need only point to Te Awa-a-te-atua as proof

that Wairaka was no longer a child.

But the Tauranga valley elder added that Muriwai wasnrt

even aboard the canoe when it reached WhakatEne:

lluriwai didnrt come out on the Mitaatua canoe. She wanted
to stay behind with her family a bi-t longer. When she was
ready to come she called Tangaroa l-Coa of-the seal and
Ruamano fa t"ttit"tta in the form of J whale] . she -."ne ott
a whale.

Materoa of Tataiahape also said that Muriwai came later on a

whale.

After the l4ltaatua ancestors had established themselves

at Whakat-ane, Toroa spoke to Tineatua regarding a move inland.

Rata described this episode and T-aneatuars subsequent

departure for Maungap6hatu as follows:

Toroa said to Tineatua, "look, w€'11 be staying here
for the rest of our lives, but we want to make contact
with the people inland. We want to move out from here,
to expand, but to be able to do this we need to be able
to get along with these other people. we also need to
establish some markers so that the people wonrt regard
us as intruders - we need a survey." iineatua saidr'well,
if you think itrs right to go, then I'11 do that."
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When Tineatua left Whakatine he went up to Tinetua
[tfre pface] for a while to get his bearings right. Then
instead of coming through the gorge to Waimana he went
up the Taiarahia ridge [separating the Tauranga and
Whakatane valleys-J. He went through to RuatEhuna, and
right through to Maungap6hatu. Then he came back again
and took the other route. He went through the Waimana
gorge and across into waimana $ee uap 3]. Then he walked
up the flat, up the Waimana flat, and up to the top of
the hill behind Tauanui narae. When he got there he
looked across the valley and he saw a lot of slips, a
lot of the area had been scoured out by the river,
there \ilas no under-growth at all. He called that place
'Horo-kair, but what he meant was 'kai i te hoqol
featen away by slipsl . Then ne watffi-i-tcanohi.
When he got up there he looked around and he saw the
lovely flats of Waimana, and he said, 'oh itrs very nice
for the eyes to see' lrai-kanohi = food for the eyesJ.
Then he went down opposite Omuriwaka, but he didnrt
name that place, and up to the top of the ridge on the
other side. When he looked down - 'ha! there's another
clearing' - that was l'latahi. That's where he lifted
his eye-bro\^rs - ka hi ana mata - another nice place.
He carried on and went right up the river to Tiwhana,
and stayed there for a while. Now the word '!!g@'
has two meanings - one is that you steP from one spot
to another with a long stride, the other refers to the
way you walk, taking long strides. rTdwhana' relates
to the second meaning - tEwhana' atu a Tdneatua ki
Tdwhana. T6neatua walked with long strides to T6whana-
E:ilfil" aidn't stop there. He went further up and came

to Tauranga, to the beginning of the river. That's where
he stopped. The word rtauranga' usually refers to a
landing place for boats, but for him - i tau atu a ia

come to rest | .
That's where he finished his walk. That's why this river
is named rTaurangar - not rWaimanar as these PSkehAs call
it. No, it was Tdneatua who named that place 'Tauranga'.
That is the beginning of the river, and that's where he
ended his walk. There are a lot of other places he went
to. He even went through the Waioeka gorge south of
op6t,iki, but I haven't followed that one up - I wanted
to know about our one. So those are the names -
Tauranga, Tiwhana, t'latahi, Kaikanohi, and Horokai-

The accounts by Rata and Elsdon Best of this walk inland

agree upon one place name '!4atahi'. However Best wrote that'

T5neatua raised his eye-brows in surprise at the rugged nature

of the country whereas Rata offered a more aPt exPlanation for

the name of a valley - T6neatua noted a nice clearing. Best

made no reference to Taura1ga, Tlwhana, Kaikanohi and Horokai,

ki reira he came to a stop there. ['Tau' = i
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while Rata omitted Mohoaonui, Te Nana, T€ Koinga and Te Wera.

I mentioned these differences to Rata but he did not consider

them to be of any great significance. His grandmother had

told him that Tdneatua named Te Nana (the core of the boil) -

he was prone to boils but he could also cure them. He probably

named Te Koinga also. Mohoaonui is a pa (hill fort) on the

ridge now named Kaikanohi, the spot from which Taneatua

surveyed the Waimana flats. Best wrote that while standing

here TEneatua 'raised his eyebrows at the rugged nature of

the country thereaboutsf - he could not yet see the nice flats

of Matahl.

When I later discussed this walk with Rata he also told

me that Taneatua met his wife Puharaunui near Ruat-ahuna. She

was a descendant of P5tiki, founder of Ngd P5t,iki. Rata also

added that Tdneatua was 'gifted' with powers of healing and

the ability to foresee the future:
Koro fnat"'s grandfather] didn't say that Tdneatua went
on his own, and Irve got a feeling he went with a few
other people, and these people picked up on what he
said. He had a following because of this prophetic
thing, and his healing ability. I think they also
saw him as a god in some ways because he was able to
do these things.

Rata also told. me that Tdneatua introduced the dog to

Aoetearoa, and that he left his dogs at various places along

his route. One of these dogs is in the form of a mound at

the place named Tineatua (although some say that this mound is

the dog's dung), and another is the origin of a chilling wind

named Okiwa which blows down the Waimana valley between

11 o'clock at night and 10 in the morning. Best wrote that

this wind blows down the Ruatoki valley, but, I know full well

that it is also a biting Waimana wind.
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One of the elders from whom Rata had learned of this

episode was HoropEpera Tatu, kaumatua of the Tataiahape marae.

Unfortunately, I was able to spend only a short time with Horo

before he died, and most of our conversations centred around

his life at Talwhana during the late 1920s and 1930s. However,

during one of our conversations in his home at Tataiahape I

did ask about the meaning of the name rl4atahl', and immediately

the name of one of his tipuna sPrang to mind:

Tineatua. Our old tipgt" of Tfihoe was staying near
Tdneatua fttre ptace]-E stayed there for so many
years, and then he decided he wanted to come and
see Matahi. l.latahi was all in bush at that time -

When Tineatua got up on the hill above the Matahi
bridge he thought there was nothing but hills there,
but then when he saw the flats of ltatahf he lifted
his eyes. He thought, "by golly, Matahi's a good
place!" and he lifted his eyes. Then he went up to
Te Wai-it,i and stayed there. Then he went to
Tiwhana to have a look. Then to Maungap6hatu and
back. I donrt know where he died - over here
somewhere. T6neatua' an old fella.

While TEneatua was wandering inland a dispute developed

between his brothers Toroa and Puhi at Whakat6ne. Materoa

briefly described this conflict and the outcome as follows:

After the brothers got here they started fighting over
the land, the boundaries. That's when Muriwai knew her
children were in trouble, so she went to the sea and
called to Tangaroa. She went from one island to another
island, to another island, looking for her children'
and in the end she came to Aotearoa. She told Puhi to
go up north and find some land there, and so that's why
he took the canoe. That's the story my koroua [Srana-
father] told me, but I heard Te Whakatofrea say ttrat u,:riwai's
a sister to Wairaka - oh well, better stick to
what my kolqee told me I suppose.

Materoa agreed with another loca1 elder that Muriwai did

not come on the canoe, but unlike others I talked with she

referred to Muriwai as the mother of Toroa and Puhi.
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When Rata described the dispute between the brothers he

made no mention of Muriwai:

Well they had good vegetable gardens at whakatEne' but
suddenly they justwhithered away - not once, but twice.
The third time it happened the people had a feeling
that it was Puhi who was doing it. Everything seemed

to go wrong when Puhi was around. It got to the staqe
when Toroa had to tell him that he wasn't really pullinq
his weigh!, and that's when Puhi said, "kaore e tika tau
i konei" [it is not right that we both remain herel -

That night Puhi made up his mind. There were a few
other people on his side, his familYr so he got his
team together and they took the cartoe, and away they
went. They landed up north. Of course, when they
landed there were other people there already. There
were !MgaJ@, original people of the land there
too -le Aupouri and Rarawa. They weren't very haPPy
with these intruders either, but being peaceful people
they let them in.

l'litaatua traditions: continuitv and discontinuitv

Tlrhoe tradition recorded by Best at the turn of the century

and contemporary accounts from Tauranga valley historians agree

that:
(1) Tflneatua came to Aotearoa from Hawaiki on the Mfltaatua

canoe with Toroa, Puhi and Wairaka.

(2) The place-names rfe Awa-a-te atuar and 'WhakatEne' origin-

ated with Wairaka.

(3) TEneatua was associated with sPiritual welfare, either as

custodian or medium of the atua, Rongomai, or as a spiritually

'giftedt person. (Indeed the name 'Tine-atuar - 'god-Iike man' -

suggests this).
(4) Tdneatua made two trips inland from a place that bears his

name, and was accompanied by his dogs. The name 'llatahLr refers

to the raising of Tdneatuars eye-brows. Other place names

identify the route taken by him.
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(5) Puhi and Toroa became involved in a dispute with respect

to their gardens at Whakatine, and as a result Puhi took the

Mdtaatua canoe north.

Contemporary and earlier accounts differ with resPect tot

(1) Irikewa's return visit to New Zealand - this is not

mentioned in contemporary accounts, (2) some place names,

(3) details of the dispute between Toroa and Puhi.

It is significant that Bestrs account of lrikewa's return

visit to New Zealand originated with Tutakang-ahau, a rangatira

of the Tamakaimoana hapE. Tamakaimoana, the founding ancestor'

was a descendant of TEneatua who walked inland to Maungap6hatu,

the sacred mountain of the Tamakaimonana hapd, and so it is

not surprising that TutakangEhau should seek to show that his

canoe ancestor held the greater mana. He did so by claiming

that TEneatua was the eldest son of lr-akewa and the child of

two Hawaiki parents. Talneatua I s younger half-siblings '
although born in Hawaiki, were the children of a Hawaiki father

(Irikewa) and a local mother (Weka-nui). In contemPorary

Ttrhoe accounts (in contrast to the earlier Tamakaimoana

accounts) foroa has the greater mana as the eldest of lr5kewa's

children all of whom are said to have been of Hawaikian origin.

With regard to differences in place names it is not

unusual for these to slip out of tradition as they slip out of

general use. Significantly however, despite the name changes,

earlier and contemporary accounts agree that Tineatua named

the heavily fortified area at the head of the Waimana valley

so associating it with his mana.
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Finally, although earlier and contemporary accounts differ

with respect to the details of the dispute between Toroa and

Puhi they agree in relating it to the establishment of gardens

at Whakatdne and that the issue was one of relative mana.

Despite these differences, it is clear that there is a

marked continuity between the Tfihoe accounts recorded by Best

and those told to me. I doubt that this can be attributed to

any great extent to a feed-back effect resulting from the

publication of Best's work. Many of the details in the

contemporary accounts clearly could not have originated with

published sources and must therefore have been passed on

orally as part of a loca1 tradition.

INTERPRETATION

Elsdon Best, Iike other European writers before him,

assumed that canoe traditions could provide evidence for the

Polynesian origins of the MSori race. By the time he came

to write Tuhoe it had already become accepted that a fleet of

canoes had sailed from Hawaiki, dD island somewhere in eastern

Polynesia, and that the MEtaatua was part of this fleet.

In 1898-99, Percy Smith pubtished his influential article,

Hawaiki, the original home of the Maori, in which he proposed

that the fleet had sailed from Tahiti in 1350 A.D., arriving in

New Zealand 2OO years after Toi. This figure was arrived at by

working out the average number of generations from various canoe

ancestors down to 1900 A.D. r ds given in a large number of

genealogies, and assigning 25 years Per generation. The average

number of generatj-ons was 22, hence the date was 1350.
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Despite the fact that no Bay of P1enty traditions referred

to a fleet, Best deferred to Smith, and accepted his figure of

22 generations. But he also noted:

Tuhoe genealogies from Toroa do not approach that number-..
I find the average is sixteen and a-ha1f generations from
Toroa to middle-aged persons now living (L92522L) -

No explanation was offered for the discrepaDCY, but the reason

should have been obvious the Mdtaatua was not part of a great

fleet and Smithrs procedure had validity "only as an exercise

in arithmetic" (Simmons, L975: 108) .

MEtaatua traditions did provide answers to the questions

when and from where did the lt4itaatua sail? It sailed from

Hawaiki in the time of Toroa. But for Smith, Best and others

this was not enough. In order for these traditions to be

acceptable as history a date and a more exact maP reference

was required

Other scholars, notably Te Rangi Hiroa (L949) Roberton

(L962) and Simmons (],976) have since continued this line of

inquiry, that is, seeking from the traditions answers to

questions that they do not address. Te Rangi Hiroa was the

great popularizer of Smith's work both within and outside

Mioridom. Roberton (1965) estimated Toroars date of birth

as 1440. Simmons, who has convincingly taken apart the Great

Fleet 'myth' was more cautious. He estimated that Toroa lived

between 14OO and I5OO A.D., but then covered himself by noting

that in absolute terms his dates had 'no validity at all'

(L976:307) . Simmons also goes a steP beyond Smith by suggesting

that in some traditions, Hawaiki may not be a Polynesian island,

but a place somewhere in Northland (L976:321) .
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Piddington would have had none of this. For him migration

traditions $rere myths, not to be treated as history:

It is inportant to distinguish between mythological
traditions (including cosmogony and stories of navigations)
and what rnight be termed tribal narratives referring to the
Iast 600 years or so (1956:201)

Orbell has agreed with Piddington, arguing that Hawaiki is

primarily of religious significance, and that migration

traditions,

...served to explain and justify tribal and sub-tribal
origins, to establish and name landmarks within the tribers
territory and to sustain men and vromen in their everyday
lives by providj-ng precedents for them to follow and
ritual chants to ensure their success (1975:346).

Und.oubtedly Mdtaatua traditions do relate to tribal origins,

explain place-names and set ritual precedents. But at a more

fundamental level, I think, these traditions concern inter-

tribal relations and tribal identity with resPect to land.

In interpretj-ng the Mitaatua and TEneatua traditions I

assume that Hawaiki, irrespective of its location, is a place

of ancestral and cultural origin, and that these migration

traditions, irrespective of the date of the canoe's departure,

concern the origins of a contemporary political order. More

precisely, from a Tirhoe perspective, they address the questions:

how does t[hoe as a tribe relate to other tribes in terms of

mana, rangatiratanga and land? There is, of course, [o single

correct answer to this question, firstly because other tribes

will conceive of their relations to T[rhoe differently from the

way in which Tirhoe do, and secondly, dS these relations change

through time so must the traditions change in order to remain

politically relevant.
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Questions of Land and Mana

Tihoe's @ status (as 'people of the land') is

defined through whakapapa (genealogy) and k6rero (narrative).

Wairaka was Tirhoe - potiki's paternal grandmother; Tdneatua was

his maternal grandfather. Through their marriages these two

Hawaiki ancestors brought together lines of descent from Toi

and Potiki, and focused them uPon Tuhoe-potiki. This is shown

in Tab1e 3. Toi and Potiki were the founding ancestors of two

tangata-whenua groups, T€ Tini-o-Toi and Nga Pfitiki' thus the

marriages of Wairaka and Tlneatua to descendants of these

ancestors mean that fihoe-p6tiki could clairn land rights as

tangata-whenua, and mana as a descendant of the Hawaiki ancestors-

This genealogically defined identity is also expressed in a

tihoe whakatauki or saying:

Na Toi raua ko Potiki te whenua, na Tuhoe te.m?na me te
rangatira-tanga (The land is from Toi and Potiki, the
ryk are from Tuhoe-potiki) (Best , L925:13) .

K6rero relates people to land by naming the land; in this

case with reference to Tineatua's excursions to MaungapOhatu,

the sacred mountain of Ngi P6tiki, and in particular of the

hapfr, Tamakaimona. Tineatua thus not only married into NgE

P6tiki, he also walked into the heart of their territory.

The place names along his route refer to his actions

(Matah-i, the raising of his eye-brows, Tdwhana, his stride '
Tauranga, his stopping to rest), to his identifying features

(fe Nana, the core of his boil), to his observations (Horokai,

eaten by the slips, Kaikanohi, food for the e1res) I to his dogs

(Okiwa, the chilling wind), and to his children (Nga Tamahine-a-
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Table 3.

(From Best' L925, YT, p.25i vII, Table 71 .

Toi

Rauru

Taipeha

Tai-Wananga

Kahukura

Te Wharepatahi

Rurukino

Turangapikitoi
Nukutere

Huepu

Poupa Toroa
I

Wairaka

Irakewa Kiwa

Potiki
Tuhouhi

Tane-te-Kohurangi

Te Rangitiriao
Te Ao-Tawhena

Rakeinui

Tamaipunoa

Te Atatau

Taneatua Putraraunui#
Paewhiti

Ta:nate a-ki- te-huatahi

Tuhoe-potiki
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T5neatua, the daughters of T5neatua, ,

his twins).

The mana of this tipu-na, represented in the landscape, also

unfolds (tipu) through descent. As tdngata-whenua (people of

land) descendants re-name the landscape through k-orero.

Wairaka did not travel inland, but her actions gave rise

the name of the Whakatdne river. This river joins with the

the

to

Tauranga river (named after TEneatua's actions) at the point of

departure for Tdneatua's walk. The two rivers, side by side,

reflect the relationship between Tdneatua and Wairaka in the

whakapapa.

The mana and rangatiratanga (Prestige and rank) of Tihoe

as @ is defined with respect to other tribes'

Again Wairaka and T6neatua hold pride of place.

As shown in Table 4, Wairaka wa's the sister of Ruaihonga

(ancestor of Ng-ati Awa), the niece of Puhi (Nga Puhi) and the

niece of Muriwai (Te Whakatohea). Tfihoe stress that Wairaka,

although a woman, was of high rank. Indeed Tirhoe k-orero defines

her as a woman who became like a man, and SayS that she became

like a man when she took control of the canoe previously

captained by Toroa.

As noted earlier, this episode is debatable - Te Whakatohea

claim that Muriwai took control of the canoe. I asked Rata

about the contemporary significance of this debate:

J: You know this conflict over whether wairaka or Muriwai
pulled in or rowed in the canoe, is it a very serious one?

R: No. But to the old people it was, because in their
thinking this proved that we are the ones to be recognized
first of all and not the others. It was the rangatira
thing, that's what they were trying to proclaim, the
rangatira part...but to me, I don't care whether it was

lruifwai or somebody else who rowed the canoe in, the
important thing is that it got across, other:vrise we

wouldn't be here. The inportant thing is that at least
someone had the conmon sense to brinq it in:
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Others do not treat is as lightly, however my impression

is that most ffihoe and Te Whakatohea elders would consider the

common bond of kinship to be more important.

This debate may have relatively recent origins. During a

Land Court hearing held in Opdtiki in 1889, two elders appear

to have agreed that the name for the WhakatEne river originated

with Muriwai, but not with the bringing in of the canoe.

In reply to an unrecorded question from Mini Tamapaoa,

a Te Whakatohea elder, Tamaikoha of the Tauranga valley hapfr,

Te Whakatalne, said:

r am not aware that [t.] wn"fatane derived their nane
from an incident when Rangikurukur Son of Muriwa:.r reguested
his mother to instruct him in the art of taiaha [fottg club]
and she said she would by doing so make herself a man.
I know the river Whakatane was called by that name in
consequence, but no people were called so on account of
that. .. (OMB 5:2701 .

This suggests that in 1889 Te Whakatohea elders, and

certainly Tamaikoha, did not associate the name of the WhakatEne

river with the bringing in of the M6taatua by Muriwai. If this

was the case, then it is possible that Muriwai's words to her

son have since been transferred to the canoe incident. Some

Tfihoe historians would take this line of reasoning one step

further and point out that Muriwai came to Aotearoa on the

back of a taniwha, thus both Muriwai and her words have been

transferred to the canoe. But this is, of course, oPen to

debate.

Tineatua also played an imPortant

tribal relations with respect to mana.

Toroa, Puhi, and Muriwai. Tdneatua is

mana of the Mdtaatua canoe inland, but

the canoe north - did he also take the

debatable.

role in defining inter-

He r^ras the brother of

said to have taken the

Puhi is said to have taken

mana? Again this is
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R: Therers a big question mark over that one. some people
say that if the mana had been taken off, how could Puhi
have taken the canoe and the mana with it- But then if
you look at the other side of the coin, You can say that
since Tineatua had already removed the @, then the
Mitaatua had no taPu at all, so anyone could take it
(laughter) .

J: So that's whY Puhi was able.
R: Able to take it, because that mana !'tasn't on it. That

would be the other side of the story. I think that
Tdneatua and Toroa had a good talk about this whole move

and I've got a strange feeling he did really remove that
mana, but still, it's not quile certain..-one of our lot
s"id fto tn. Northland people], "oh, Puhi pinched our
cElnoe/' and this Northland guy said, "WeIl, no-one could
pinch the canoe unless he could manipulate the B,
take over the mana, so Puhi must have taken over the
mana to be able to take the canoe" (laughter). Unless
TEneatua took that mana off.

These debates elaborate selectively uPon the canoe whakapapa.

Tfrhoe discourse does not concern the relationships between Ng-ati

Awa and Te Whakatohea, or between these tribes and Nga Puhi.

CONCLUSION

In this chapter I have related contemporary Mataatua

traditions of the Tauranga valley to accounts recorded by Elsdon

Best and sought to interpret these with respect to questions

that they address. I have not assumed the accounts to be

records of

within New

a migration from Polynesia or of tribal movements

Zealand. Instead it is assumed here that Hawaiki

is a place of ancestral origin and that MEtaatua traditions

concern the origins of a contemPorary political order with

resPect to these ancestors.

We have seen that for Tihoe, Wairaka and T6neatua re-

present key ancestral links, relating Tihoe-p6tifi to his

tingata-whenua ancestors, Toi and Potiki, and to the Hawaiki

ancestors of Ngati Awa, Te Whakatohea and Ng-a Puhi. WhakapaPa
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is dialectically related to kdrero which name the landscape

and define inter-tribal relations in terms of mana and rangatira-

tanga. For Tthoe historians of the Tauranga valley Ta-neatua is

a point of origin for both naming and descent through which the

mana of this EiP.t. i= unfolded. The descendants of Tineatua

who live at Te Waimana, Matahi and Tawhana (HoropdPera's former

home) thus belong there as tEngata-whenua.

Inter-tribal relations with respect to mana and 'angatira-
tanga are open to debate, and to the extent that MEtaatua

traditions express these they must also be so. But the fact

that the relationships between Tthoe and Te Whakatohea, and

between Trlhoe and Nga Puhi are disputed with respect to the

canoe ancestors also assumes a strong kinship tie between them.

T-uhoe and NgE Puhi are related as brothers, Tthoe and Te

Whakatohea are related as sisters.

Political rhetoric which focused on the M6taatua canoe

during and subsequent to the Land Wars was tied closely to

political action. While this is no longer the case to the

same extent the potential for informing political action

remains.

In this regard Rata commented:

It seems to me that what the Miori people are trying
to say is "we have a right to be here, we have a right to
the land here, because here is our whakapapa, here is our
relationship to the land." I think it's because of the
frustration after the arrival of the PEkehi, with the
gradual taking away of land, B, religious beliefs , and

what it is to be MEori. That's why these things about
Nga P6tiki and the Mitaatua came to the fore - to prove to
whoever is listening that surely, the l,ldori should be part
of the development and control of this country.
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CHAPTER TWO

TE wHAKATIxn aNo rHE TATIoRA BLocK

The discourse considered in this chapter concerns the

mana and land of the Tauranga valley $g[,, Te Whakatine.

In the previous chapter I noted that insofar as inter-tribal

relations are open to dispute the traditions which define

them are open to debate. I propose to further explore the

rhetorical nature of the discourse within this domain by

considering a number of narratives about early Te WhakatEne

ancestors presented in the Native Land Court in 1889, and

by relating these to contemporary Te Whakatalne tradition.

The land of Te WhakatEne, to whj-ch the discourse in this

chapter relates, is part of a large block designated as the

Tahora 2 Block. As can be seen from lvlap 4 , it shares part

of its western boundary with the Waimana Block, that is, the

Waimana vaIley. During a Native Land Court hearing in 1889

Te WhakatEne and a hapi of Te Whakatohea (a tribe which

centred on lands around opoliki) claimed sections A, AD and

AE shown on the map.

Tihoe History in the Native Land Court

The Native Land Court was established in 1865, at the

close of war in Taranaki and 9.lai.kato, in order to facilitate

further alienation of MEori land. The Court consisted of

a Chief Judge and other Judges together with Native Assessors

appointed by the Governor. Its task was to determine the
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ownership of blocks of MEori land according to t"ldori custom

and to issue owners with certificates of tit1e. The Judges

in consultation with the Native Assessors were required to

base their decisions solely uPon evidence produced in Court

(Dallimore, 1983 225) .

By 1889, when the Tahora Block came before the court,

three criteria were being used in the determination of title;

descent, conquest and occupation. Titles were awarded

initially to tribal and lggE grouPs, and then each member was

allotted shares. An individual who wished to sell his or her

shares could then apply to have them partitioned off.

In the Land court traditional history constituted

evidence. That is, speakers would claim rights to the land

by (1) reciting whakapapa and so relating themselves to an

important ancestor who had either lived on the land or taken

it through conquest, (2) relating accounts of conquests, and

(3) describing how they and their recent ancestors had lived

on the land, pointing to burial places, cultivations, and

houses.

Presented as evidence, traditional history was told as

never before. The Land Court context systematically distorted

the telling of this history in a number of ways. Firstly' it

required that narratives be told with respect to a defined

block of land, and this had two main implications;(I) those

parts of a traditional account which concerned land outside

the block in question were omitted or briefly summarized

and./or (2) traditions which related prinarily to land outside
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the block were made more relevant to the block in question'

This re-working of history was necessary because the

traditional accounts rarely, Lf ever, related specifically

to the land blocks as surveYed.

secondly, the court required that the land be claimed

through particular ancestors - but which ones? This was a

matter to be decided upon by collective agreement prior to the

court hearing, and it was no easy task. There were two

important considerations involved in choosing the right
.?tlpuna ano Ene right incidents; (1) the relationships between

members of the claimant group and (2) the relationships

between this grouP and other claimant groups. The speakers

for a claimant grouP had to show an alliance between thej-r

tfpuna with respect to the 1and,, Or that they were descendants

of a common ancestor, Furthermore, this alliance or descent

had to exclude other claimant groups. New groups were thus

formed, common ancestors chosen, and incidents pertaining

to these ancestors selected and related accordingly.

With reference to the period irnmediately following the

confiscation of 1866, Karauria Edwards, a leading Whakatohea

rangatira has written;

Our people were now well and truly under the control
of Government legislation. The whakatohea at the height
of its power was comPrised of numerous }t93g., many more

than the six hapu we know, these being Ngai Tama,

Ngati nua, Ugati eatu, Ngati Ngahere, Nai Ira and

Te Upokorehe. The courts now began the task of re-
settling the Whakatohea on the poorer marginal lands
that they had been reduced to. It was the courts that
decided that the Whakatohea would now be comprised of
six hapu (Edwards, n.d.).
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This division of Te whakatohea into six haPu had

important implications for the court cases to be discussed

in this chapter and the one which follows. Two of

these hap[, ugrti Patu and Te upokerehe claimed rights

to the Tahora Block and the adjacent waimana Block

respectively. These hap[ and their land had been pre-defined,

and so their speakers had to convince the court that they

also had rights to the Tahora and Waimana Blocks. In both

cases they sought to do so by claiming that they and those

who occupied the blocks were one people, and related their

history accordingly.

Miori traditional history as told in the Land Court was,

therefore, radically different from this history as told in

other contexts. Indeed, the imposition of the Court with the

subsequent divisions of land and people means that' a clear

distinction must be made between pre Land Court and post

Land Court traditions. This chapter is concerned with the

latter.

Te WhakatEne

The founding ancestor of Te Whakat-ane was a man named

Haeora, who is said to have lived at the head-waters of the

Te Wai-iti stream, between Matah-i and TEwhana. In genealogical

terms, Haeora was a contempgrary of Tineatua, who passed by

Te Wai-iti on his way to Maungap6hatu.
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Haeorars grandfa,ther was a man named Tamatea, and like

T[neatua, he came from flawaiki by canoe, landing at Waiaua,

east of Op6tiki. From there he walked inland towards Te

wai-iti, naming the landscape as he went. In contemporary

tradition Tamatears full name was Tamatea-mai-tawhiti

(Tamatea from afar), and the name of his canoe was Nukutere'

Unlike Tdneatua and the Mdtaatua canoe, however, Tamatea and

Nukutere do not feature prominently in Tauranga valley

traditions today.

Indeed very litt1e concerning Tamatea and his canoe has

been recorded. Best (1925) makes passing reference to them but

his information appears to have come from the accounts which

follow. Lyall (Lg/g) also refers to these accounts adding no

new material. Gudgeon (1892) mentions Nukutere as one of the

Urewera and NgEti Porou (East Cape) canoes, noting that

Whironui, an ancestor of Porourangi (of Xgdti Porou) came on

this vessel. Summing up the available written sources, Simmons

(L976) writes:

The association of Nukutere and Te whironui is about all
that is known about Nukutere. In general it appears to have

litt,le importance or substance in tradition, except that it
serves to explain the origin of whironui (L976:309).

One explanation for the lack of emphasis placed on the

Hawaiki origins of Te Whakatane by members of this hap0 today

might be that the descendants of Tamatea now relate themselves

as Tfrhoe to Ng-ati Awa, Te Whakatohea and other tribes, hence

they prefer to define their Hawaiki origins with resepct to

the MEtaatua ancestors.

Tamateats grandson, Haeora, and Haeorars adopted son'

Kahuki, are today the main ancestors through whom Te Whakatlne
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claim mana, rangatiratanga, and land. Kahuki was a great warrior.

Born at Ohiwa, on the coast between WhakatEne and Opotiki, he was

raised to man-hood among Haeora's people at Te Wai-iti. As we

shall hear, the story of Kahuki relates Te WhakatEne to the Ohiwa

hap[, Te Upokorehe, and relates both groups to their land.

Moving down the whakapapa 13 generations from Haeorar w€

come to Tamaikoha, Rata's great-grandfather, and formerly a

leading rangatira of Te Whakatane. Tamaikoha 'inheritedr the mana

of Haeora and rose to prominence during the PdkehE wars iighting

to protect the ancestral land of Te WhakatEne.

Te WhakatEne have two marae beside the Tauranga river today;

one at Whakarae, inland from MatahI near the confluence of the

Te Wai-iti stream and the Tauranga river, the other at Tauanui

in the Waimana valley. The meetinghouse which overlooks Te Waimana

from Tauanui represents Tamatea-mai-tawhiti. Up river, on the

Whakarae marae stands a meetinghouse which represents Toi-te-

huatahi (Toi, the only child). Tamaikoha's grandson, who now

lives at Whakarae, told me that both meetinghouses were built at

about the same time, in the early 1930s,and that.their $!g- (ridge

poles representing the backbones of the ancestors) were

cut from two tree-trunks that grew from the one base.

Tamaikoha himself is now represented within Tamakaimoana'

Rata's meetinghouse at Piripari, as the carved figure at the base

of the pou-toko-manawa, the pole which supports the tAhfr.

The land to which most of the kbrero in this chapter relates

is shown in Map 4. It was placed before the Native Land Court

in 1889 for determination of titte, and designated as Tahora No.2

Block. As can be seen from the map, this block shared Part of

its western boundary with the Waimana Block, that is, Te Waimana'
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It includes the rugged hill country to the east of the Tauranga

valley between the Bay of Plenty confiscation line and the head-

waters of the Te Wai-iti stream. Haeora's main gg was located

at Kaharoa, on the southern boundary'

In 1889, T€ WhakatEne',s rights to this land as descendants

of Haeora were contested by a Te Whakatohea hapG, Ngati Patu'

During the Land court hearing Tamaikoha and two Te whakatohea

speakers related accounts of Tamatea's arrival in Aotearoa and

the deeds of the warrior Kahuki. In what follows I fj'rst Present

and interpret these accounts as rhetorical answers to questions

of mana and land rights. r shall then present a contemporary

account of the deeds of Kahuki as totd to me by Rata, Tamaikohars

great-grandson, and I conclude this chapter by relating this con-

temporary account to Tamaikoha's account presented in I889'

Tamatea.

During the Land court hearing for the Tahora No.2 Block'

whakatEne and Te Whakatohea claimed rights as l-angatawhenua

this land by virtue of their descent from Tamatea.

MiniTamapaoaraTeWhakatoheaelderrtoldthecourt:

Te

of

Tarnatea the ancestor came from Hawaiki' and it is taken
for granted that his father must have lived and died there'
Tamatears father's n€rme, I have been to1d, \'as Irakewa' He

lived, I suPpose, at Hawaiki. The name of the canoe he came

in was Tu-whenua...His descendants tdere divided into sections'
I have heard that other Tarnateas cane over in the same canoe'

Iknowtheancestor}luriwai.MuriwaiwasthewifeofTanatea
and lived at whakatane. ramatea w""l rt"* [opotixi] and

married her there. I am a descendant of Muriwai' Tamatea

found no people occupying the land when he arrived here" '
I can't remember the name ef the canoe Muriwai came in.
I can't say if she came in the same canoe as Tamatea"'

When Tamatea was travelling through the country he went

up the wai-o-eka stream and saw [a] pecufiar stone' and called
it his comb. The stones, Te raroro o Tamatea- $amatea's
n"tt"aZ"J ""a *g"'tai-herua [a Nga-tai-e-rual were naned r:nder

similar circumstances. . .The stones calted Nga-toka-rarangi
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l-th. ro* of stones'l are also an ancestral mark. when Tamatea
Frl_

saw ltnatJ they all stood in a row he gave them that name

accordingly. There is a mark called Rotonui-a-wai fbig fu:."
of water] - a small pool on high land and known by that nElme.

Tanatea discovered this pool and made it a mark to identify
his connection with the country. His descendants state that
he stamped his feet and caused a pool of water to come with
which to quench the thirst of his daughter. This is a
legend. The water is still there...Tamatea exclusively had
the mana over this land. It belonged to him (O!'1B 5:340-341).

Tamaikoha, who held the mana of Te Whakatane, said:

" 
-,"1f " ;Hi'i:l"ubi.'iliT1*I' Iiu.lil:. H3';1"*3; ffi: ::'-

Roau rras not a child of Muriwai. The canoe that he came in
was calIed Nukutere, anrd the remains of the canoe are to be
seen at Waiaua feast of Opotiki]. The produce brought from
across the sea in Nukutere canoe by Roau were taros' @@,
ti tree (cabbage). The name of the cabbage tree was whaka-
ruarana-tangi. The karaka was planted at Hira Te Popors-place
ftn. ho*" of a Te wnarailorrea rangatira]. Tamatea [rirst]
arrived at a place called Tuwhenua [Northlandl and came across
land with 140 people. This Tamatea party of all Tarnateas

faIl of whom were named Tamatea] en route dispersed different
ways in search of land for themielves. with regard,[to] *y
own Tamatea Nukuroa, he settled ott half of Te Wera [inland

. to the east of the Tauranga riverl in this block, at Kahunui.
He left there Te Rangiwaka-a-Tamatea, one of his daughters'
and [ttr"] place is called so down to this day. Then a little
further north, on Wai-o-eka [riverJ is the comb of Tanatea.
There on a rise thereabouts was a pool, the water of which was

supposed to [tt".re] come at his stamp. It is called Tangi-wai
[crying water]....f donrt know who the wife was of my Tamatea.
He had a wife, though I've forgotten the na.ne. Tamatea !4atangi '
the husband of Muriwai, was a different and distinct man from

[tnis] other Tanatea [l,rroto"] (oMB 5 2274-2751 '

Both Mini and Tamaikoha agreed that a man named Tamatea had

held the mana of the land, and had established his ancestral

presence in the same way - like Tdneatua he walked across the

landscape giving names to prominent features. Tineatua approached

Te Waimana from the north-west, Tamatea from the north-east

(they are not said to have met, however). Like Tineatua, Tamatea

not only named features, he also caused them to be. By stamping

his feet in order to cause a spring to apPear he not only quenched

the thirst of his daughter, he also firmly claimed the land for

his descendants. Mini spoke of Nga-tai-(h)e-rua as a stone,
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whereas Tamaikoha referred to her as Tamatea's daughter. There

is no contradiction here however. The daughter probably became

a tipua, like some of Taneatuats offspring. It seems, therefore'

that only one Tamatea claimed this land for his descendants.

The point at issue was' who were they?

As a Te Whakatohea hapi, Ng-ati Patu were descendants of

lluriwai. Te WhakatEne were descendants of Haeora. During the

court hearing Ngati Patu did not dispute the fact that Haeorars

descendants had rights to the land, nor did they dispute the fact

that Haeorars grandfather had claimed the land. The key question

was: did Haeorars grandfather marry Muriwai? Tf he did, then

his name was Tamatea-matangi, and he came to Aotearoa on the

Tuwhenua canoe. If he did not, then his name was Tamatea-nuku-

roa and he came on the Nukutere canoe (see Tables 5 and 5) '

Upon this disputed marriage hinged the relationship between

the two tribes with respect to the Iand. If Haeora's grandfather

had married Muriwai then both Te Whakatohea and Te !0hakatEne were

descendants of a conrmon ancestor who held the mana of the land-

If this marriage did not take place, then only Te WhakatEne were

descendants of this ancestor who held the mana of the land.

It was, of course, impossible for the Judge of Irish descent'

Judge OrBrien, to decide on the issue, and he did ngt attempt to

do so.

The key point I wish to make is that here the rhetorical

use of tradition exploits the fact that whakapapa and k6rero

are inter-dependent parts of a single whole, such that each has

significance in terms of the other. Considered aPart from

whakapapa, the narratives of Mini and Tamaikoha were similar

with regard to the details of Tamatea's walk, and were of the
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same significance Tamatea had laid claim to the mana of the
land. But the rhetorical significance of these narratives
depended upon a disputed marri-a9€, and in relation to this point
of whakapapa the meanings of Mini's k6rero and Tamaikoha's

k6rero were rhetorically opposed

Later in this chapter we shall see the
employed. Tvo interpretations of Kahuki's
a1ly opposed through narrative.

reverse strategy

adoption are rhetoric-

The name rTe WhakatEne'

During the Tahora Block court case, Ngati patu sought to
further strengthen their case that they were descendants of
Haeora's grandf ather by saying that the name of the Te whakata-ne

hapE originated with Muriwai. At least this appears sor since,
as noted in the last chapter, Tamaikoha replied to an unrecorded
question from Mini as follows:

I arn not aware that Te Whakatane derived their namefrom the incident when Rangi-kurukuru, son of Muriwai,
lequested his mother to instruct hj-m in the art of taiaha
[-ronq club] and she said she would by doing 

"o rn"k.ffitra man. r know the river whakatane was called by that nanein consequence, but no people were called so on that
account (Otr{B 5 t270) .

r noted in the last chapter that Muriwai's words to her son
may have been transferred to the bringing in of the MEtaatua
canoe ' and that some Tauranga valley historians say that Ir{uriwai
came to Aotearoa on a taniwha. The above passage and Minirs
earlier statement that he could not remember the name of Muriwai,s
canoe lend support to this.

Tamai-koha's expranation for the origin of the name of the
people was as follows:
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The origin of the name Whakatane is from a legend con-
nected with a fight that took place during Haeorars time
inside this btock A, on the eastern side of the Wai-o-tahi
stream (OI'IB 5 z27O) .

He added that at the time of the battle Haeora was a

rangatira of Ngati Atua, then the major tribe in the area-

Unfortunately he didnrt elaborate on the nature of the fight

however. There are only two p! on the east bank of the Wai-o-

tahi river, and Best wrote that Te Upokorehe were driven from

these during Haeora's time (L925289,1f0). Since Tamaikoha

was also representing Te Upokorehe in the court, this may be one

reason for the brevity of his account.

Tamatea and the Name Te WhakatEne: Contemporary Accounts

As I said in the introduction to this chapter, I di.d not

record any detailed accounts of Tamatea's arrival in Aotearoa.

I did learn however, that his ful1 name was Tamatea-mai-tawhiti'

and that he sailed from Hawaiki on the Nukutere canoe, landing

east, of Opotiki. Rata stressed that Haeorars grandfather was

not the Te Whakatohea Tamatea.

Best noted that Tamatea-mai-tawhiti was an alternative name

for Tamatea-nuku-roa (L925:91) and indeed they have the same

broad meaning (Tamatea who came from afar). Thus it is clear

that contemporary Te WhakatEne tradition generally agrees with

the accounts given by Tamaikoha in 1889.

Today neither ivluriwai' s words to her son, nor a battle at

Wai-o-tahi are given as the origin of the hap-u name Te WhakatEne.

Some elders told me that the name arose in Haeora's time but

gave no specific incident in connection with it. Rata told me

that tWhakar is equivalent to rNgeti' meaning 'the descendants
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WhakatEne are the descendants

this case, Haeora.

Muriwai

Rangikurukuru

Waka-ue-riri
Koihi
Wh-anau- te- rangi
Tauhina

of tEne (man),

lmy addition from
Best, VJf, Table fil

Kahuki

we have heard that in the Tahora Block court case Ngati patu
argued that Haeora's grandfather was their ancestor, and thus
they had rights to the land that he claimed for his descendants.
But this was only one prong of a two-pronged argument, for earlier
in the hearing Ngeti Patu had claimed the mana of Haeora through
his adopted son, Kahuki. rt is to this part of the debate that
r^te now turn.

On March 15, 1999, Tauha Nikora told the court:
r craim this rand for Ngati patu, a hapu of Te whakatoheatribe...I claim the parts a, eo,and AE t[Fugfr the ancestor

fn*:, through conquest and his own-craim in virtue of hisancestry, [_but not through occupaiion] (oMB 5:134).

Table 7.

Kahuki

Takuri
Har.tea

Te Rangi-hutini
Hika-whaletoa H-- _ ___ 

l_** uau_te-rangi (Hau_o_te-rangi)

II_rlrihu Ruamoko

pakira

Hine-ruku
Taukuri
Mihi Terina
Tauha Nikora
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Tamaikoha held the mana of Te whakatine, but he was also
representing members of two other related hapi; Te Upokorehe
of ohiwa and Ngii Tu-ranga of Te waimana. other members of
the TEhoe tribe who claimed rights to the rand were collect-
ively referred to as Te urewera. Tamaikoha was also speaking
for them:

I clain the piece marked A through ancestry andoccupation. My ancestor is Haeora...my ancestors from
Haeora's time have occupied this land down to the
present time...I claim this on behalf of Upokorehe,
Ngai Turanga, and Whakatane hapus...the portion narked
AE I wish alloted to the Urewera which f represent.
The rest of the portion I claim, but wish a[oted to
Upokorehe and Whakatane hapus and such others as we
nay select to adurit (Ol,tB 4 rgtZ-tA) .

Table 8.

Haeora

Tuhuna

lRongoJ- Maipawa

Manuruhi

Tamakaeke

Tariti
Rawahou

Tamahouhanga

Te Manu-whakaari

Te Mauri

Te Ra-mahaki

Urunga

Ariari
Tamaikoha

The marriage of Haeora's grandfather was not the issue here.
Rather, it was the identity of Kahuki. The two accounts I shall
next present address the folrowing question: Did Kahuki take



over the mana of Haeora?
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Tauha Nikora, a wgEti patu descendant
of Kahuki claimed that he did. Tamaikoha, a descendant of Haeora
through his son Tuhuna, claimed that he didn't. rf Kahuki did
take over the mana of Haeora then his NgEti patu descendants had
legitimate claims to the land through descent from Kahuki. If he

did not, then those whom Tamaikoha represented were the legitimate
owners.

we shall now hear how this question of whakapapa lras debated
though k6rero as rhetoric.

Tauha Nikorats account

Kahuki's mother was paroro. Rongopopoia was his father.p.._r'r'1" 9 for rhese and other actors in thil ;;;;;f,.''rnr"
people belonged to Te whakatane of which there are several sr:b-sections..-rn Kahukirs time Te whakatane v/ere a numerous peopre
and occupied the western side of the block. Te Rongopopoia andothers of his people were cruerly kiiled, being caught in a net
and smothered in the water by another section of th"it o"r,people, Te whakatane. ftrr"y were kirled by Tuamuturs people].
when this occurred, rahukirs mother was in child. Kahuki was
frated born. Tuamutu, chief of Te whakatane issued an edictthat a}l male chirdren were to be kilred as they were born.This edict referred to the whole of Te whakatane except his hapu.
when Kahuki was born his mother concealed the gender of the childand so this child was preserved. But the mother, seeing that
there 

_y"? gT"t risk in keeging it sec:et, decided to leave and
wenr- trnrandJ to Kaharoa. lsee laap 5 J. Haeora, a man of
Te whakatane lived there. Haeora married paroro and adoptedKahuki and brought hirn up-to mar'-hood. when fulr-grown, theother boys used to chaff_[t"a""] Kahuki because he had no father.Kahuki asked his mother tabout this] as he thought Haeora wasnot his father- His-mother said "les, your own father died
away from the block [at ohiwa] " and she told him of how hisfather was smothered and. abou! his birth.

upon hearing this _Kahuki spoke to Haeora and asked Haeorato make.hil a taiaha [rong club]. Haeora did so, and askedretrat Katruki
wEuxEed lt, for- Kahuki said he was going to visit the prace
where his father had been kilred. He was grown up at this time.

Kahuki went to a pa near ohiwa, stayed there, and arthough
under the mana of Te whakatane he was anxious to fight with them.
He stayed ffi- his own hapu, panekaha [p;fu; was his mother,sfather]. The boys of dlFerent hapus itt arout ohiwa were
engaged in praying different games. rahuki joined them and he
immediately kilred two of them, and took away fro. each head, aportion of hair. He then went back to the panekaha hapu andpresented the hair to panekaha. After this presentation he
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Map 5. Tauranga valley 91 and other g referred to in this study.
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called upon the people of that hapu to join hirn in returning
to have a fight. The two boys he killed belongred to Tuamutu's
hapu. _.t .

-fratrutj-rs 
hapu and ruamutu's hapuJ had a fight and it's said

thatkahuki was foremost in attack. lt was not until his people
saw that he was beating the others that they came to help- A
general fighr ensured at onekawa F pg at Ohiwa. MT SJ. After the
killing of the boys and the pa was taken [by fahukiJ. In this
E were a hapu of Te Whakatane and the people that escaped
retreated tJanother E. This pa was at Wai-o-tahi, but I don't
know the name of it. Tuamutu, one of Te Whakatane was in the pa
at Onekawa and he escaped to the pa at Wai-o-tahi... l_Kahuki then
pursued Tuamutu, but each time a Pa $tas taken by him Tuamutu
-lescapeqj...Tuamutu then fled inland to a pa called Wai-whero.
This is in the Opotiki valley. This was a very strong E and
occupied by a great many people. Kahuki attacked the pa and it
was beseiged for some time. He finally took it and killed Tuanutu.
The p is on a hill with a strean just below it. The people fled
into the river but they were overtaken there and many were killed.
This river was red with blood, hence the name Waiwhero, or red
water. It is known by that narne to this day.

Kahuki returned to !{ai-o-tahi, occupied land on the confis-
cation line, and built a pa close to the Wai-o-tahi river. It
was a strong, fortified pa. After he had returned he collected
together aII Te Whakatane, and during this time he held the chief
m;Lna over Te Whakatane. From that time onwards they have

-cupied the land without interruption...I am claiming this land
on behalf of Ngati Patu...Kahuki was Haeora's adopted child and
the mana of Haeora fell upon him (O!18 5:154).

DISCUSSION

inland ransatira, and hence that Kahukirs

should be awarded title to the sub-blocks

The fighting, €IS

to Te WhakatEne, that

Tauha claimed that Kahuki took over the mana of Haeora, the

Ngati Patu,descendants,

in question.

rrras entirely internal

this tribe.
described by Tauha,

is it was between three haP-u of

These hap[ were not named, however we were told that one hapt was

headed by Iuamutu, and a second, to which Kahuki belonged' was

headed by Panekaha. A third hapfr occupied the inland sub-blocks

(AD and AE) and was headed by Haeora. This inland @p! was re-

presented in the fighting on the coast by Kahuki.
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At the time of Kahukirs birth a split had occurred between

the two hapu on the coast as a result of the killing of Rongo-

popoia. Haeorars hapu, 1ed by Kahuki, later formed an alliance
with Panekaha's hapu and subsequently defeated Tuamutu's
people. Kahuki, a leader of his mother's hapu on the coast and

of his adoptive father's hapu inland, then re-united Te

whakatane, thus taking over both the mana of Haeora and that
of Panekaha.

Kahuki achieved his successes in battle with a taiaha
made for him by Haeora. Haeora had brought Kahuki "up to man-

hood" and in presenting the taiaha to Kahuki he had acknowled,ged

him as his son and successor. Haeora had brought Kahuki up

to man-hood in another sense also, since Kahuki had

only become a male upon reaching Haeora's village. prior to
this, while a baby amongst his father's peopre, he was

symbolicarly female, his sex having been conceared by his
mother.

rn Tuhoe political thought there is a strong association
between the penis and the mana of a rangatira. For example,
there is a local saying: - "Ma nqa raho ka tu te urer,'which,
literally translated means ,,through the testicles the penis
stands upright. " Figurativery this refers to the fact that
a leader's mana depends upon the support and recognition of
his kin-group.

The alternative name for the Tuhoe tribe, Te ure-wera (the
burnt penis) has its origins, according to one account, in the
actions of Murakareke, the son of Tuhoe-potiki. When Murakareke
was dying he instructed his erdest sons to give the hind part of
a dog (prestigious food) to his youngest son Tamapokai. This was
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to signify that he would succeed MurakEreke as rangatira. The

elder sons dis-obeyed him and ate the nrmp themselves, giving

Tamapokai the head. Murakdreke was so angered by this he burnt

his penis perhaps accidently, perhaps deliberately. By

'cooking' his own penis MurakEreke negated the normal line of

succession whereby his mana would pass to his eldest son. He

cut off his mana and died. (In another, more complex account

his 'mana' is literally cut off).

By concealing Kahuki's penis, Rangiparoro was concealing

Kahuki's mana and his true link with his father's hapfr. rt was

not until the mother and child reached Haeora that Kahuki's sex

was revealed and he became a son - not of Rongopopoia, but of

Haeora.

In light of this it is surprising that Tauha didn't link

Kahuki's adoption to the name rWhakatEneuto become a man'.

He didn't however, and of course Tamaikoha would not do so.

To summarize: Tauha claimed that Kahuki took over the mana

of Haeora for the following reasons:

1. Kahuki became a man as the 'son' of Haeora

2. Haeora gave Kahuki a taiaha

3. Kahuki used this taiaha to defeat one hap-u of Te Whakatdne

and re-unite the tribe under himself.

Tamaikohar s account

Tamaikoha began his reply by objecting to the fact that he

needed to refer to Kahuki at all he did not belong to fe Whaka-

tane. He had reluctantly agreed to do so however, and first

gave the descent of Kahuki from Rongo-whakaata and his wife



Ue-tupuke, both of
Rongo-whakaata was

of that name.

Table 10.

1ls

whom lived near Gisborne on

the founding ancestor of the

the East Coast.

Gisborne tribe

Rongowhakaata Ue_tuiuke

I

Rongopopoia
I

Kahuki

--r'loJt"i

Tamaikoha's account was then recorded as folrows:
ue-tupuke was jealous of her husband, and when with chirdby hin she ran away- Her husbandrs name was Rongo-whakaata.Her sister's name was Moetai. ue-tupuke was jeal0us of herhusbandts attentions to her sister. The yotrnger sister sai.dto ue-tupuke, "what are we going to do about our husband?,,,and ue-tupuke repried, "where r am goj-ng r shall find alotherhusbandr" and she carne asray. Three days later her husba'dpursued her and overtook her at opotiki. He caught her andrequested her to return but she wouldn't. when he took hordof her he said, "rf the child is. a female carl it after theriver otara, and if a male carl it Rongopopoia-Rongowhakaata.,, .,,she remained ar opotiki. she used. to g"it., pipis-f"rr.ii:ii"rr'l'at paki-hi, and she carled rhepipi uank RatrotE--[afirii"-rJi"J.

A man at ohiwa ca[ed Tane-moeEFi [order brother of Tuhoe-potiki] heard that there was a nice rooking woman at opotikiand he came and ray in wait at this pipi bank. Tane-moe-ahilater took her as his wife and accepFthe child. The childwas born at onekawa, near opotiki, and ra" called Rongopopoiaas requested by her first husband....
l-Rongopopoia married (Rangi) earoro] . paroro was the motherof Kahuki and beronged to a hapu called-Tairongo, riving at

Ohiwa.
with regard to Tuamutu, it has been said that_he berongedto Te whakatane. r sha' show that he did not. _fa s"r..iogymay have been given here, but it was not recora.aT. "i 

"i"i",Tuamutu as a slave. He had no claim whatever upon the land.His only craim r^ras as a traverrer over the rand...
A boy connected with Rongopopoia was frying a kite a10ngthe coast and with the string of the kite Tuamutu strangledhim, and threw him into the_sea. Rongopopo_ia thereupon mustereda r/ar party, 

.-""9, at Mautau [-east of opotiki] , tne ptice wherethe killins lhaal occurred h! round tire ora man nepanga there
-1131";. [Repanga was the father of Tuanutu]. He .rbbed noseswith li-e- greeted] Repanga and kirled hin in repaynent for theUoys alealrr. ..

After peace was made, and all things were quiet, Tuamutuconceived a pran for taking the rife of Rongopopoia...Rongopopoia
was killed because he killed Repanga. Tuamutu killed nongopopoianot through jealousy or personal spite...
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[x.it"f.i's sex was then concealed
mother hras taken into protection, and

from Tuamutu] and his
she married a man ofTe whakatane- - -The onry manalestowed, upon r(ahuki was throughhis breing-:.y:d at KahaFpaeora'" pf...J, at a ptace

[a pal called Te puni. That was the onry f-ivour conferred
upon him- we donrt recognize hin as a "hief. The descendantsof Haeora, Koikoi and others reared him. rf Kahuki had beenof rank he would have been suppried with at reast four wives,but he didn't get one. There remained upon him the stigmaof his sex being concealed by his mother...

When Kahuki left [rairaroa] he would have been properly
escorted if he were a chief. But only his two half-sisters
went with hin through wainana to Ruatoki. At Ruatoki there
happened to be a war party, and they chased the two girls -Rangi-te-ata-ura and Rangi-te-ata-mea. They kirled them.Kahuki escaped, 9ot on a hill, and asked who the rdar parry
belonged to. A man answered, "it is nine. Kahuki asked,
"Were my sisters kilted?" and he answered, "yes." Kahukisai-d, "r would have been glad if one had been spared, but asthey were both kirled it can't be herped." He then fred andreached Puketi fne.r Taneatua]f, a ritt,re outside whakatane.
Here he was taken and entertained by a chief calred Rua-pururu.
- This chief provided Kahuki with a man as a guide to carrvfood, and thev went to I E "t ohiwa carred r" i"L.fil; t.-;il.r.Kahuki met his own peopre- His erder brother was there. rtwas there that they conceived the idea of avenging theirfather's death. A[ this took prace on the .oi"t...The causeof the di-spute between Kahuki and. Tuamutu, from what r und.er-stand, was the killing of his father, and the degradation whichfollowed him as a result of his sex being concealed...

They matured their plan and met with Tuamutu who had comewith a war party of his own into the district. He had come toavenge the deaths of certain boys killed by Kahuki. Kahukirsbrother and party attacked Tuamutu. they ittacked and pursued
them as far as the otara fni'tred and, a rittle beyond this.. .

Tuamutu concealed himself in a swanp near opotiki and whenKahuki's war party had gone, T_uamu!-u _fl;d as quick* as possible,
T|-l:i+"d !h: whanau Apanui [a triue] at uarae-nui pu"t oropotikil. r have never heard that Kahuki overtook ruanutu andkilled hin at wai-whero...rf he has any descendants arive theywould be with whanau Apanui. rf Tuamutu had been of Te whakatanehe would have sought refuge with Te whakatane, rather than seeksafety with the Whanau Apanui (OMB 5:264_2gL).

DISCUSSION

Tamaikoha began by noting a parallel between the circumstances
surrounding the births of Kahuki and his father. The mothers of
both had fled from their husband,s. Neither Kahuki nor his father
belonged to the area in which they grer,r up, thus Kahuki was a



doubly displ-aced

ancestor.

rl7

grandson of Rongowhakaata, the Gisborne

T-ane-moe-ahi lay in wait at a pipi bed named after the

sexual organ of Ue-tupuke, and so they became husband and wife.

Rongopopoia became TEne's adopted son. Tamaikoha then noted that

Rongopopoia's wife belonged to a hapfi named Tairongo. Tairongo

was a major ancestor of Te Hapu-one-one and not of Te Whakatdne.

Thus neither Kahuki, his father, nor his mother belonged to Te

WhakatEne. But there was more. Tuamutu, whom Kahuki and his

elder brother drove to Te Whanau-a-Apanui was not of Te Whakatdne

either. Had he been he would have sought refuge with this tribe.

Contrary to Tauha's claim, therefore, the fighting between

the hapfi of Rongopopoia and Tuamutu was not between different

sections of Te WhakatEne, but between two tribes of the coast.

During cross-examination Tamaikoha said that Te WhakatEne didn't

occupy the land at Ohiwa but were one section of an inland

confederation of eight hapE, the major name being Ngiti Atua.

By so saying he was further stressing that the fighting in which

Kahuki and his father were engaged did not involve three haptt of

Te Whakat5ne. After the defeat of Tuamutu, Kahuki could not

therefore have assumed leadership over Te WhakatEne, although he

became important on the coast:

After Tuamutu was killed by Kahuki the m€rna at Ohiwa fell
into the hands of Kahuki- and his elder brother, extending down

fth" .o"st] as far as opoffiz27l).
Kahuki became important on the coast, but the implication was

that his elder brother maintained his tuakana (senior) status.

The battles in which Kahuki and his brother rdere engaged

all took place outside the Tahora blockr €ls did the killings

which precipl.tated them. This is stressed by the inclusion of
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the kite incident. The boy whom Tuamutu kilred was , frying a
kite along the coastr, and he was thrown into the sea after
being strangled. Repanga, Tuamuturs father was then kir.led at
the same p1ace, east of Op6tiki.

Tamaikoha was not explicit as to the manner or prace of
Rongopopoiars death. His replies given during cross-examination
indicate, however, that he agreed that Rongopopoia was kilted
while fishing. rndeed, there was no reason for Tamaikoha not to
agree, since this rent further support to his argument that alr
the fighting took place on the coast.

Tamaikoha gave as the cause of the dispute between Kahuki
and Tuamutu "the killing of his father and the {eqr.d"tion which
followed him as a result of his sex being concealed. " Given the
new narrative context, the conceali.ng of Kahuki's penis was not
a temporary concealment of his mana later to be revealed in the
context of his adoption by Haeora, but rather it was a stiqrma
which remained with him, even after the defeat of Tuamutu. This
hras so because Kahuki did not avenge the death of his father _

Tuamutu escaped.

while Kahuki and his mother were living under the protection
of Haeora's people Kahuki held no rank. Like their ancestor
"the descendants of Kahuki have always been taken care of by
Te Whakatane,, (Tamaikoha, OMB 5:2g0). Kahuki was not raised by
Haeora, but by "the d.escendants of Haeora", and he was provided
with no wives from these people. when Kahuki reft Kaharoa to
visit his maternal 'grandfatherr, Ruapururu, he was onry accompa-
nied by his two half-sisters.

The killing of the two sisters was not referred to by Tauha.
rt was mentioned by Tamaikoha to make the point that Kahuki was
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not greatly concerned about the deaths of Haeorars daughters.
There is no suggestion that he would seek to avenge their deaths
as a true brother normally wourd. He said to the captors:
"as they were both killed, it can't be helped." These were not
the words of a crose relative of Haeora, nor of a Te whakatEne

rangatira.

To summarize: Tamaikoha of Te

Kahuki did not take over the mana of

WhakatEne claimed that
Haeora for the following

reasons:

1. Neither Kahuki, his father nor his mother beronged

Te WhakatEne.

Kahuki was not regarded as a person of rank by Te

WhakatEne.

His mana was degraded and the stigrma remained with him.
He was a younger brother.
Arl fighting took place between tribes of the coast and

did not involve Te whakata-ne hence Kahuki did not unite
Te Whakata-ne under his mana.

Like Ngeti Patu, Te Upokorehe of Ohiwa could claim Kahuki as

one of their major ancestors, however they did not d.o so in this
case for they knew that occupation was given precedence over
descent in Land Court judgements. rnstead, they formed. an alliance
with Tamaikoha who had defended the land against colonial troops
less than twenty years before, and who now clearly occupied it.
The basis of this alliance was that upokorehe would forego any

claj-ms through Kahuki in exchange for being admitted as relations
of Te whakatdne (descendants of Haeora through Tihuna).

By not claiming the block through Kahuki, one of their main

ancestors' Te Upokorehe had effectively denied Ngati patu their

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Te Upokorehe had not claimed the adjacent Waimana block

through Kahuki either, and hence Judge O'Brien reasons that he

did not hotd the mana of the district as Ng5ti Patu had claimed.

The judgement was therefore as follows:

It is sinqular that if...Kahuki had any rights now claimed
for [ni*]that [rri=] interests should have been allowed to sleep
and not cared for during the surveys and hearings round about,
In ftire] Waimana hearing and survey !{e are not aware that any

claim was made on behalf of Kahuki...hle are of the opinion that
Kahuki mad,e no conquest over this part. His fights with
Tuamutu gave him no right to it. We see nothing to satisfy us

that the rights of Haeora's descendants have ever been lost
here. We are therefore of the opinion that the claimants have
completely failed to establish any rights to any part of this
Iand under the two "takes" fclaims of conquest and ancestry-l
which they have set up...We therefore award to Erueti Tamaikoha,
and to such of the descendants of Tuhoe as shall be found
entitled by hirn and the people, the piece marked AE...we award
to Ngaituranga descendants of Haeora the piece marked AD.. '
we award to upokorehe and whakatane descendants of Haeora
the portion A (OMB 5:3Ol).

Kahuki: A Con@

After the huir w€ were leaning against a car Parked in front

of Materoars house at Tataiahape. An elder of Tauanui pointed

to the ridge on the eastern side of the Waimana valley - "thatrs

the route that Kahukirs mother took when she was escaping from

Ohiwa", he said. "The places she went through are Maromahue,

Pukenui-o-raho and Nahunahu. "

Rata of Piripari had also mentioned the story of Kahuki

during our conversations concerning the origins of place-names'

and he had told me that his great-grandfather' Tamaikoha,

belonged to Te WhakatEne because he r^ras a descendant of Haeora.

In 198I I returned to the Tauranga valley for a few days and

during this short stay I asked Rata if he would tell me the
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Kahuki story again - "from the beginning-" He agreed, and I

switched on my tape-recorder:

I don't think we have to go back to Kahuki's grandfather,
but his name was Rongo-whakaata. Kahuki's father was Rongo-
popoia and his mother was RangiParoro.

When Rangiparoro was pregnant with Kahuki, Kahuki's uncle,
Tuamutu, was in love with his mother and he thought of a

scheme to get rid of Kahuki's father. He suggested a fishing
trip. The father and uncle were living at ohiwa. They were
from different villages, but the same people. People from
both villages went out fishing. When they were catching fish
certain people were given the task of holding the net down

and Tuamutu asked Rongopopoia and his people to do thi.s, to
hold the net down. When they went down Tuamutu told his people
not to throw the net away from the ones holding the net but to
throw it on top of Rongopopoia and the others so theyrd get
caught in the net. Tuamutu said "w@ inaianei!
Katahi, ka pupuri!" [tfri"t tte ,r"
@ Rongopopoia and the others ttere dror*ned.
So Kahuki's father died.

Tuamutu didn't waste any time. He went directly to
Rangiparoro and said, "how about you marry me now' be my

wife." Rangiparoro agreed, but of course she had no alterna-
tive. What Tuamutu didn't realize though, was that Rangiparoro
was already pregnant. When she was ready to have the baby
Tuamutu said to her, "if the ba-by is born a male then I'11
have to kill him, but if it's a female then I'lI leave the
child." He was afraid of the descendant of Ronqopopoia.

That month Tuamutu went out fishing again, and Rangiparoro
had the baby. When she had the baby she saw that it was a boy
and she thought "rphen Tuamutu gets back and finds out it's a

boy he'Il kil1 him." So she thought of an idea to save the
boy. When Tuamutu found out she'd had the baby he went
directly to her and asked her to show it to him. when Rangi-
paroro held the baby out_to him she pulled his penis up Land
covered it with her hanQJ. Tuanutu said "Yes, itrs a girl,
and so he went out.

Rangiparoro knew that she couldn't hide the baby for too
long, so the following night she ran away- She thought the
only place she could go was to her uncle, Haeora. She knew
where he was and so while Tuamutu was asleep she left. She

ran with the baby from Ohiwa to Wai-o-tahi, and to Maro-mahue.
llaro is the placenta - she left L*"h".j that there and went on
to the top of Taumata-o-hine. It was there that she felt she
was in the clear. 'Taumata' - because itrs the highest point
of thqt area. fratlnil= gsze on, brow of a hirl , resting
place]. she toolffik from there. Then she carried on and
got-to " 

p13?. from wherl."h"-.,cou1d see smoke rising up - she
could see Ahi-rau [*-y firesJ . She danced around with gladness
because she knew her son would be saved, and she called that
place Nanahu [well executed]. Thatts just opposite the l'latahi
marae. The word they use now is Nahunahu, but really itrs
Uanahu. She was dancing with joy. Then she went a bit further
and got to Te Wai-iti. She was welcomed by her r:ncle, Haeora.
Haeora soon fell in love with his niece and they had children,
twins.
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when Kahuki was growing up he began to hear others running
him down. They called out "Te rre . *hakapiki Jnei a kahuki"
f.-i. 

-iii=.a -p."i 
" or r"n,,,ri-l

He wasn't very happy about that! At sporting time he was

always the champion. There's a hill at Te Waiti and Kahuki
could make his top fly right- up to the top of the hill and

down again - up "ia-J.*"-i ftrt. groove is still there], but
others couldn't even make theirs 90 half-way up. This is why

they were so €rnnoyed with this guy who had no father. They
didn't like hin at all.

Kahuki was getting worried about this and so he asked his
mother, "Whatrs all this about me not having a father and

being called he p6riro? Rangiparoro then told him about how

his father was killed by Tuamutu, and how she had to run away

to Te wai-iti. Kahuki said, "well I want to go and avenge the
death of my father." The mother said, "WelI, the only way for
you to be able to do that is for lou to go and see your uncle, _
Rua-pfrruru, who lives at Tauanui L. pE near TEneatua. See Map 5J.
You must go there and learn the art of weaponry"'

when he was leaving Te wai-iti his twin sisters wanted to
go with him. He wasnrt very happy about it, but he was very
close to his sisters. His mother and Haeora agreed that they
should gto, so all three went. When they got to the Waimana
gorge his sisters v/ere getting a bit hungry after the long walk
fron Te Wai-iti, and so Kahuki said, "Oh weII, You stay here
and I'11 go and find some huhu grubs. whiJe he was a$tay a
party frr"* opouriao, lot"IE"toki valley] led by Tano came

through the bush. when Kahuki got back to his sisters with the
huhu grubs these people were there. Tamo tried to catch all
three but Kahuki escaped. He rdn from one side of the gorge
to the other and when he heard his sisters crying he called out
to Tamo; "Kia mate i te whero, k

." frf You kitl the one with red
naii fet the one with black hair go. If you kill the one with
black hair let the red-head go]. But Tamo said, "@i
ki taku kupenga, e tukua hoki, hei aha." [ttt.V are afreaay in

to *itt them both'
Kahuki knew he couldn't do anything at that time, so he

decided to go and see his uncle first.
He found his uncle at Tauanui and told him who he was.

Rua-pururu said, "I,11 have to train you in the art of weaponry,"
and that's what he did. It didn't take Kahuki long to pick it
up either. When Kahuki had learned the arts of warfare, he
wanted to take revenge for his two sisters, but Rua-Pururu said
"No, go and take revenge for your father first, and then come

back - if you come back "Ki te hoki mai koe, ana, ka haere ki
t. r"rr"ki i t" *"t. o t,r"h

"t-=1. Kahuki agreed- His uncle
gave him some men and they went through to Ohiwa.

when Kahuki got to ohiwa his uncle, Tuamutu, was away fishing
again, and preparing for a sports day. Tuamutu didn't realize
who Kahuki was and so he invited him and his men to join in the
competitions. For the mock warfare they were supposed to use

-Fiflax lUunafesl instead of taiahas, but Kahuki told his men to
put real taiahas inside the flax. Then he told his men, "You
can kill any of the others, but leave Tuamutu to me."
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Tuamutu was pleased to have these visitors to make it a

really great occasion. soon after they started the taiaha
combat Tuanutu noticed that his men ritere falling over like
flies! Ha?! He thought at first they were just playing dead,
but then he noticed one of his men with biood streaming down

his face. But by the time he'd realized what was going on

Kahuki was in front of hin. Kahuki said, "Emo!!g@
$!g?" po yoo know who r "tn?] Tuamutu shook his head'
"Ko ahau, Kahuki, ko ahau te tamaiti o :' fr .t
rafn*i, tne cirild of Rongopopoia-1. Oh: Tuanutu realized, but

and he killedbefore he
him.

When the people found out who he was they wanted Kahuki to
stay and take over from Tuamutu, but he wanted to go back and
get his revenge for the deaths of his two sisters. so he said
he'd come back when he'd settled that.

He went back to his uncle's place and prepared for the next
revenge. Knowing the art of war that his uncle had taught him
he thought the best thing to do would be to catch Tamo and his
people off guard, and that's what he did.

Kahuki and his men went up to Tamo marae at Opouriao during
the night when everyone \das asleep and they set fire to the
houses. Kahuki had found out where Tamo's house was, and he

waited at the door. When the house started to burn the people
rushed out and Kahuki killed them. Then Tamo came to the door -
"Kaua e patua, don't kill ne, he aha to hiahia? What do you
wanta" tfren rcahuki said, "you remember I said to you, }!41g
i te whero, kia mate i te pango, kia ora i te pango, lcia ma9e

i te wheroz, o@tz" Then Tarno knew he wouldnrt
E. l.t ""t. He just stood there and Kahuki killed him with his
taiaha. That was the end of Tamo - and his people too. A11 his
people were killed.

Then Kahuki left his uncle Rua-p[ruru and went back to
Te Wai-iti. Haeora was getting old and he wanted Kahuki to take
over as leader. But Kahuki said "I1or" his half-brother, Ti.rhuna

should take over the leadership of the village. Tamaikoha
was a descendant of Tihuna. Kahuki stayed at Te Wai-iti for
a whi1e, and then he went back to Ohiwa, and that's where his
story ends.

DISCUSSION

Despite important differences between the accounts of Rata

and Tamaikoha, both agree that Kahuki did not take over the mana

of Haeora. But with the NqEti Patu challenge no longer relevant,

could get his teighq Kahuki was on him

this is no longer the key question.
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After he had related his narrative I asked Rata about its
significance:

J: I gather that the point is that this whole area of land
was dominated at that time by Kahuki?

R: Not so much his rule, but he was well-known. But I think
the people who actually had the nana for ruling each area
were Ruap0ruru, Tamo - but of course Kahuki took that over.

J: So whatrs the main point of that story?
R: The important thing about the story is that we realize that

we do have a connection with the Rongo-whakaata people.
The genealogy, the whakapapa is very important. And also the
Ohiwa thing, again there's a connection with the tribal
people of ohiwa fte upoforehe-l...that's one of the areas,
the connecting up of ttte tribes. And of course, the
revenge for the deathl of Rongopopoia by his son Kahuki.
The other important point is that it shows that a Tuhoe
ancestor was capable of becoming a very important person
in warfare.

Ratars account addresses a different question r ot set of
questj-ons from that which motivated the Land Court accounts of
1889. ngEti Patu's claims to the land are no longer the central
issue. More important is the alliance between Te Upokorehe and

link U.t*".r, these peopleTe Whakat-ane as tEnqata-whenua, and the

and Rongo-whakaata of Gisborne.

Te upokorehe and Te whakatEne are connected through the

escaPe of Kahukirs mother from Ohiwa to Te Wai-iti, and the deeds

of Kahuki. rn saying this, Rata agreed with Tamaikoha that
Kahuki did not take over the mana of Haeora, rather, Kahuki's
own mana brought together the descendants of Haeora, Raupiruru
and Rongopopoia (fe Upokorehe). In Rata,s account Kahuki unites
these three groups by completing a double circuit, twice return-
ing to his place of birth via Te wai-iti- and Tauanui. His

story ends where it beganr €rt Ohiwa.

The circuit made by Kahuki not onry related people, but it
also defined a large area of land as f[hoe land. Most important-
Ly, this includes, not only Te waimana, but that area of land
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between it and ohiwa. rn 1866 the rand beteen the mouth of
the Waimana valley and the coast was confiscated from tdhoe on

a highly questionable pretext by the coloniar Government, and

it was this land that ramaikoha was fighting for. rt was this
land for which many waimana people gave their rives. since the

confiscation the state has conceded that much of the land-t,aking
was unjustified and have compensated Tihoe's neighbours. How-

ever despite three petitions rfihoe have received no such com-

pensation. The injustice has not been forgotten.
Let us now consider in more detail the relationship between

Ratars account and that of Tamaikoha.

For Tamaikoha the two coast tribes to which Tuamutu and

Rongopopoia belonged $rere not the same peopre as the inland
Te whakat?ne. rn his account he spoke of the battles as having

taken place entirely on the coast, and defined the relationshj-ps
between the two tribes in terms of two incidents; the killing
of the kite-flying boy, and the ki11in9 of Repanga.

For Rata these two peopres were not separate tribes but
separate villages they were rone people'. But as 'one people'
he agreed with Tamaikoha that they were not re whakatEne.

unlike his tipuna, however, Rata separates the ohiwa people

from Haeorars people in order to later relate them.

Rata replaced the death of the boy and Repanga as take
(causes) for the fishing episode with a single motive love.
Tuamutu was in love with Rangiparoro and after killing Rongo-

popoia as one would a fish (a great insult to his mana), Tuamutu

married Rangiparoro. He thus united the two coast villages
under his mana.
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rn the context of my recording Ratars account the Ngeti

Patu challenge was no longer important and thus the concealment

of Kahukirs sex by his mother takes on a new significance:
Kahuki was of ambiguous descent - both the son of Rongopopoia

and the tsont of Haeora. The concealment of Kahukirs sex hras

not a stigrna' nor did it indicate that Kahuki was to take over

the mana of Haeora - rather Kahuki was to become an ambiguous

mediator between three groups.

The ohiwa people and Te whakatEne r^rere for Rata doubly

related by Rangiparorors escape through marriage and adoption.
Rata agreed with Tauha that Rangiparoro married Haeora and that
Kahuki was adopted by this rangatira, but he added that Rangi-

paroro was the classificatory daughter of Haeora. Their marriage

was thus the re-establishing of an affinal link between the
two tribes, and Kahuki was rerated to Haeora through both this
prior affinal connection and his adoption.

In the Tahora Block court hearing Tauha related that by the
time Kahuki left Haeora he was a rangatira, Tamaikoha said that
he wasnrt. For Rata he was a potential rangatira. certainly
he stood head and shoulders above his peers, but he was in no

position to take on the mana of his adoptive father when he

visited Rua-pdruru. rt was as the nephew, oE classificatory
son of Rua-pu-ruru that Kahuki was trained as a great warrior.
we know that he did not take over the mana of this rangatira
either however.

Tamaikoha made reference to the kirring of Haeorars

daughters by a man from Ruatoki, but did not relate Kahukirs

subsequent revenge. Thus the significance of his account of
this was the reverse of Rata's which included the later episode.
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(f suspect that Tamaikoha knew of this later revenge but wisely

decided not to mention it). For Rata the sisters were not simply

escorts. They were both the classificatory daughters of Rua-

ptruru and the daughters of Haeora. In killing Tamo, Kahuki was

thus avenging their deaths as a relative of both rangatila.
As Tamaikoha related, Kahuki wanted at least one sister to be

spared, but Rata gave this quite a different significance in
the light of the subsequent revenge. Kahuki reminded Tamo of
his request before showing him an equal lack of mercy

Before Kahuki could avenge the deaths of his twin half-
sisters, however, he needed to complete this circuit for the

first time. using the skills taught him by nuapEruru he avenged

the death of his father and thus for the first time in the

narrative his mana and status are crearly defined; he is the

son of Rongopopoia, and has claimed €he mana of his true father
by killing Tuamutu. The ohiwa people recognized this also, and

want him to take over from Tuamutu as leader on the coast, but
he first had to repeat his circuit as a rangatira of mana.

rt is as the son of Rongopopoia that he forlows the reverse

direction via Ruapfrruru and Haeora. He avenges the deaths of
his twin half-sisters and declines to
Haeora, returning to take his place as

take over the mana of

leader of his true fatherrs
people.

Out of initial ambiguity resulted a clearly defined

alliance:
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Figure 2.

Ngati Upokorehe

Ivtana and Land

In the previous chapter we saw how inter-tribal relations

with respect to mana and rangatiratanga are defined through

whakapapa and k6rero which focus upon the ancestors, Tdneatua

and Wairaka. Whakapapa and k6rero, ds naming, also tied Tihoe

to their land. The accounts discussed in this chapter relate

Te Whakatdne to other tribes and to their land with reference

to the mana of Tamatea and Kahuki. I will conclude this

chapter by defining these relationships more explicitly-

As already noted, Tamatea and Tineatua act out parallel

roles within this domain of discourse. Indeed, during the

court hearing of 1889 one Te Whakatohea elder said that

Tamatea was a son of Irdkewa, Taneatuars father. Like Tdneatua,

Tamatea was a focus for both naming and descent.

The rhetorical significance of this naming (as k6rero)

depended upon a single item of whakapapa - the marriage of

Haeora's grandfather to Muriwai. In the debate concerning

Kahuki we saw an opposite situation - the rhetorical significance

of wgEti Paturs descent from Kahuki depended upon k6rero which

focused upon his mana in relation to Haeora's.
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In contemporary tradition Kahuki has assumed the role of

Tamatea, and place-names are said to have originated with the

flight of his mother from Ohiwa to Te Wai-iti carrying her child.

In terms of whakapaPa, Rangiparoro was the wife of Rongopopoia

(Te Upokorehe) and Haeora (Te Whakatane). Kahuki was the 'son'

of both. Ko-rero links these two tribes as tangata whenua by

relating a sequence of place names along the route taken by

Rangiparoro between husbands - Maro-mahue, Pukenui-o-raho,

Taumata-o-hine, Nanahu, and Ahirau.

Te Upokorehe, T€ whakatEne and NgEti Ruapftruru are also

related with respect to the mana of Kahuki' and again whakapapa

and k6rero form an interdependent whole. As shown in Fig. 3

Ratats k6rero moves across a web of whakapgp, beginning with

the initial concealment of Kahuki's mana_ it proceeds as an un-

folding of this mana. As the son of'Rongopopoia, the adopted

son of Haeora, and the nephew (classificatory son) of RuapEruru,

Kahuki, the warrior who unfolded his mana' also unfolded the

genealogical relationships between the people of Te Wai-iti'

Tauanui and Ohiwa.

Figure 3.
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Elsdon Best wrote of Te WhakatEne:

There has been so much inter-marriage between Te whakatane,
on the other side, and Tuhoe and various divisions of Te

Whakatohea on the other, that the name Te Whakatane is but
seldom heard now. These people have lost their old-time
tribal identity (L925292).

In 1899, a similar statement was made in the Presence of

Tamaikoha and he replied:

I deny the assertion made that my mana was absorbed by
Tuhoe. It has been kept from Haeora down to the present
tine (Ol{B 5 22691 .

The descendants of Haeora in the Tauranga valley today

would say the same.




